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FROM THE DIRECTOR 
; 
Building a 
Better Place 
to Live 
In the last i ue of the !mva 
Consen'ationist, I hared with 
you a letter prepared for the 
low a Legislature regarding 
water quality standards. ln this 
issue, we share highlights of the 
recentl y completed Iowa 
Wildlife Action Plan. 
Thewi ldlife plan,a youwi11 
read later m this issue, i about 
habi tat. It ' I) about how we treat 
our natural resource in Iowa. 
It 's about the value we place on 
the natural trea ure here. It' 
about what weenvi ionforthe 
future of our state. 
The Iowa Wildlife Action 
Plan is a coordinated effort 
lead by the Conservation and 
Recreation Di vision of the 
DNR, with input from a vast 
array of citizen · and con erva-
tion organiLationl). Water 
quality tandards have been 
primarily dri ven by the En\'i-
ronmental Service Divi ion of 
the DNR. with input from 
em iron mental and takeholder 
groups. 
The habi tat improvement 
called for in the wildlife plan, 
both on the land and in the 
water, arc part and parcel to the 
effor1s needed to improve water 
quality. The water quality 
standards are the cornerstone of 
determining what kind of work 
need to be done and mea uring 
succe~l) after it occur . Like the 
DNR it elf, the e eemingly 
separate function are actually 
one- in-thc-<-oamc when it comes 
to the ultimate goal of achiev-
ing an Iowa that values and 
protect its natural resources. 
This year marks the 20'h 
anni versary of the formation of 
the Department of Natural 
Resources and to many citizens. 
we are still viewed a<-o two 
eparate agencies - a recre-
ational \ Ide and an em Iron mental 
protection \Ide. 
But the tv .. oeffort\ abO\e 
exemplify how tht <-o departmenl. 
although probably the most 
broad-based agency in state 
government, come together fora 
common mission summariLed 
perfectly in our mission state-
ment: To conserve and en-
hance our natural resources in 
cooperation with individuals 
and organizations to impro\ e 
the quality of life for Iowans 
and ensure a legacy for future 
generations. 
The es\cnce of both the 
'A ildli fe plan and the 'A aterquaiit~ 
tandards i.., not to defi ne"" hat 
we are. but what we should 
a pire to be. lt'saboutleav inga 
legacy to future generations 
affirming that we can leave our 
natural resources better than we 
found them. lt' s about making 
Iowa a better state - a better, 
more desirable place to live. 
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FRONTCOVER: BYLOWELLWASHBURN 
Renee Ollenburg, of Lake Mills, bagged 
her first gobbler during the 2005 spring season. 
She shot the 3-year-old, 24-pound bird in 
northeast Iowa at a range of 25 yards . 
"I was really shaking, having trouble 
breathing and all that good stuff," laughed 
Ollenburg. ''That hunt was definitely one of the 
most exciting th1ngs I've done in a long time, 
and it all happened 1n such a beautiful part of 
the state." 
Read more about springtime in northeast 
Iowa in Iowa Grand Slam on page 30. 
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2006 FISHING FORECAST 
TOURNAMENT FISHING 
by Mick Klemesrud 
Growing interest in competition fishi ng poses con-
cerns, but also creates opportunities for coopera-
tion. 
IOWA GRAND SLAM 
by Lowell Washburn 
Discover the spring challenge that awaits in north-
east Iowa. 
ARCHERY TURKEY HUNT PEGS THE 
NEEDLE ON THE THRILL-0-METER 
by Lowell Washburn 
Share the excitement, as our author recounts his 
turkey hunt with a bow. 
SETTING A COURSE FOR ACTION 
by Kev1n Bask1ns 
A recently completed 25-year plan sets goals for 
wildlife and their habitat in Iowa. 
MAXIMIZING YOUR MOREL MOTHER 
LODE 
by Alan Foster 
For those faced With the "problem" of too many 
mushrooms. or for those who want to extend their 
enjoyment of them, here are some storage tips. 
NEW CAMPSITE RESERVATION 
INFORMATION 
2006 STAMP DESIGNS 
SPECIAL INSERT: 2005 FISH 
AWARDS 
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Director's Message 
cont. from page 2 
And a director of the DNR. 
I can say that protecting and 
improving the natural resources is 
central to the mission or every 
employee here - regardless or 
\.\hat di vision they\.\ or~ for. 
I have the joy- and admit-
tedly, some or the headaches-
of directing a department with 
\\hat. on the surface, often 
appear to be two very different 
functions consisting or conserva-
tion/recreation and environmental 
protection. To this clay, I still hear 
the occasional reference to the 
"black hat side of the department 
and white hat side of the depart-
ment." 
A<:. to who wear~ what color 
hat in thi s department, I have to 
honestly plead innocence. From 
the umofmyexperienceand 
belief':., I can tell you that regarding 
those who abuse our natural 
re ources, we all wear black hats 
here and to those who value, 
con erve and u e our natural 
resources sustainably, we wear 
white. 
And that is the way 1t should 
be! 
Jeffrey R. Vonk 
Subscribe now. 
Call515-281-5918 
Or order on-line at www.iowadnr.com 
(MasterCard or Visa) 
fora 
one-year subscription 
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Editor 's Note: In the Jan/Feb 
' 006 issue. we inadvertantly left 
out contact information for our 
article Iowa Natil'e Lwmche.\ 
Environmental Fund-Raiser. I o 
learn more about the San Rafael 
Pre sen c. foliO\\ the ride· s 
progre<:.s through a trek diar} or 
to contribute to the ride. vistt the 
olflctal v.ebsttc at 
www. pla.net.py/sanrafael 
Iowa 
Conservation · 
Education 
Council 
Who we are: 
The Iowa Conserva EdUi ·at1 J' ·nc: 11CEC), 
provides a central vo1ce for environmental 
education (EE) 1n Iowa With over 300 members. 
we stnve to meet the EE needs of today and m 
the future. Learn more about us by explonng our 
website at www 1owaee.org/ICEC.html. 
Our Mission: 
To provide educational pathways to enable 
Iowans to make responsible environmental deCISions 
Our Vision: 
ICEC strives to ensure a healthy environment m 
Iowa by 1mprovmg environmental literacy. ICEC 
promotes mnovat1ve educational methods and 
strateg1es; develops diverse partnerships; 
facilitates networkmg, prov1des access to 
Information, research and trends, and embrac~: 
a balanced perspective on environmental Issues 
Membership: 
Wembersh1p Includes a subscnpllon to Pathwa rs 
to Education. $25/year ($10 for students) 
payable to Iowa Conservation Education Couna 
Mail to ICE C. PO Box 65534, 
West Des Moines, lA 50265 . 
.Join u ... in cdu Glling others f01 
eel h ealthier cnvit·onnlcntc.ll fututl' 
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The Iowa 
l ~a e Store 
your on-line source of Iowa-unique 
and fun outdoor gifts, including: 
Log on today. 
THE 
sweatshirts, coats, 
hats, conservation 
education materials 
and much more. 
HELPING 0 J 
CONNECT TO OUTDOOR IOWA 
WITH FUN NEW PRODUCTS 
Lake Projects Paying Dividends To Iowa Anglers 
Storv bv 1\lick Klemesrud Photos bv Clav Smith 
.. .. .... .. 
It's spnng and the novelty of 
attending the vanous ~port and 
vacation .:;how\ has worn off. 
Baseball is down to making its final 
roster cuts and <.,pnng football is 
getting unden"ay The days are 
getting longer, and he sun is gettmg 
warmer. Oi I the reels folks because 
it's time. The 2006 open water 
fishing season 1s hnally here. 
The Iowa Department of Natural 
Re ources fishenes experts from 
around the tate expect fishing to be 
good agam thts yea1 m part because 
past water quality improvement 
projects have led to better water 
quality m lakes and streams. There 
have been a number of new physical 
impro\ ements at several lakes in 
recent yearc; that are now paying 
dividends. Better yet. it was another 
year of impresstve fish growth. 
Nowhere has the fish growth 
been more welcome than at Spirit 
Lake, where the 13-inch-plus 
~all eyes from the 2001 class ha\ e 
finally moved past 14 inches and ··a 
load is ready in the spring." said 
Tom Gengerke, fisheries supervisor 
for northwest Iowa. 
Taking a qUick look around 
the state, and there 1s probably no 
other region as potsed for success 
as ~outhwest Iowa. where numerous 
proJects and lake reno\ attOns are 
begmnmg to shO\\ results The 
DNR added spawmng beds. m-lake 
hab1tat, Improved lake v.atersheds 
and renovated fish populatiOns 
aggressively during the last few 
years. At Icaria, Antta and Fogle 
lakes. anglerc; should have excellent 
fishmg. This tc., }ear three for the 
fi..,h renO\ atwns at kana and Anita. 
Both lakes should ha\e excellent 
fhhing, especially Amta, tf tt refills. 
Anita is still about 5 feet low. 
"If Anita fills, f1shmg wtll be 
gangbusters. If tt doesn't filL fishing 
will still be good. and ~ e ""Ill tr} to 
pro" tde access to put a boat on the 
lake," said Andy Moore, fisheries 
supervisor for southwest Iowa. 
"Icaria has 13- to J 5-mch walleyes 
already and bluegtlls in the 7-112-
i nch neighborhood." 
Improvements to Fogle Lake 
included lowering the lake le\el to 
combat an over-abundance of small 
fish, and installing spawnmg beds to 
bring fish near shore and a\ ailable to 
land-bound anglers. 
Spawning beds were placed in a 
numbet of other lakes in southwest 
Iowa in 2005 and more wtll be ctdded 
in 2006. But anglers will hme to 
do some exploring. Moore said he 
docsn 't plan tore' eal the location~. 
\\'hile seeing those lakes 
rebound ts good new.;,, there is an old 
standby not too far away poised l'o1 
another banner year. 
"We had great crappie fishmg 
last ) ear at Lake Rathbun and '' c 
\\Ill a gam tht\ ) ear:' said Steve 
Vv ,ncr<:;, hshenes supen isor for 
southeast Iowa. 'Th1~ l,tkc is a 
destmalwn for crappie and walleye 
anglers Last year the ~allcycs \\ent 
wild "lth possibly the best f shing 
ever in 2005." 
\Valle\e fishing at Rathbun is a 
little dtfferent than other traditional 
wJileye lakes: it ts a summer 
fishery. As the heat of the summer 
approaches and wallc}C ftshmg is 
generally slo\\ ing Rathbun Is JUst 
beginning. Thert ts Jlso an excellent 
number of channel cathsh and a 
booming population of while bas" 
that has gone someVv hat ignored. 
As for the tradttwnal '" allcye 
htk.cs Clear, Spmt, Storm, Bl,tck 
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Hawk and West Okoboji- how will 
fishing be in 2006? Just fine. 
At Clear Lake, the tremendous 
start m 2005 was slowed when 
the yel1ov.. bass spawn hatched, 
offenng a huge feast and making 
old marble eyes more finicky. "The 
fi ~h are averaging 16 to 19 inches, 
and should provide good action 
thts vear." Gt:ngerke said. Yellow 
bass ~hould average 10 mches, but 
wl11 be fewer in number from past 
I years. There is also a substantial 
increase in the muskie populatwn, 
with an estimated 25 percent of the 
fish surveyed in the spring of 2005 
exceeding 40 inches. 
Storm and Black Hawk lakes 
each have improving walleye 
numbers and sizes but will probably 
offer better fishing for other species. 
<;torm Lake should have excellent 
fishing for channel cathsh, between 
2 and 5 pounds, and whtte bass 
throughout the entire open water 
season. Black Hawk Lake v..tll have 
tremendous fishing for H- to l 0-mch 
crappies and bullheads, and good 
early spring action for yellow bass. 
West Okoboji Lake and I t~ 
trcwendous water quality and 
topography offers a diverse fishery, 
but the most consistent spectes m 
this lake is the bluegill. Of course 
smallmouth bass, mu'ikte, northern 
pike, largemouth bass, walleye and 
yellow perth will be available in 
the 136-feet deep Jake, and offer a 
different challenge. Rut the most 
con~istcnt fish has been, and should 
be again, the scrappy bluegill. 
''You really never know what 
you're going to catch at West 
Okoboji, because this lake rea lly 
has it all ," Gengerke said. "It's nice 
to come in with some big crappies, 
a walleye or two, some perch and 
a basket of bluegills. There is a 
lot of northern pike in the lake and 
smallmouth and largemouth bass." 
Bluegills will also be the 
premier species at Lake Sugema. 
Quality bluegill fishing is also 
available at Lake Hawthorn, but 
it is just one of many attractions 
at this 172-acre lake in Mahaska 
County. The lake has incredible 
bass structure, and probably the best 
bass population, for all sizes up to 
8 pounds, Waters said. Plus it has 
"If you're a bluegill 
buster, put this 
one on your chart. 
The lake has good 
habitat and is JUSt a 
tremendous bluegill 
lake," Waters said. 
Other "circle on 
A number of improvement projects in recent years is pay-
ing off for Iowa anglers. Water quality initiatives, infra-
structure improvements and habitat development have all 
created additional and enhanced fishing conditions. 
the map" bluegill 
lakes are Hawthorn, 
Bel\ a Deer, Geode, 
Wapello, Big 
Creek, Fogle and 
the backwaters of 
the Mississippi 
River. 
"Lake Geode is 
the Duke basketball 
of bluegills. It is 
consistently one of 
the top producers 
in the state over 
the years," Waters 
said. "And Lake 
Wapello ts one 
of my favonte 
escape lakes. The 
renovation work 
in the 1990s has 
brought good 
fishing and good 
water quality. 
It has become a 
consistently great 
fishery for bluegills 
- up to 10 inches." 
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an excellent population of channel 
catfish up to 22 mches. "Right 
now. it IS the place to go," Water~o, 
said. "Ha\\. thorn is a complete 
lake. in the mtddle of nowhere." 
Big Creek ts mak..mg a move 
to become a prem1er bluegill lake 
this year. "This is an excellent 
bluegill fishery and is something 
people should take advantage of, 
espectall) in eruly June," Moore 
said. "If you find the spawning 
beds, ) ou can do oka)." 
Another standby, the mighty 
Mississippi, has the best fish 
di\ ersity in the state. There 
IS good bluegill fhhmg m the 
back\\ ater~. and the n \ er is a 
channel catfish factor) and can 
offer man) different fi hing 
expenences. 
"Largemouth bass, crappie. 
bluegilL walleye, sauger- the 
Mississippi R1 \ er has it all." said 
Bl) an Ha) es, hshenes biologist at 
Manchester The upper Mississippi 
River has a robust population of 
northern pike. 
Walleye anglers in the Big River 
begin fishing the tailwaters in early 
c;;pring. then mo\ e to the wing dams 
during the summer months. In Pool 
9 through 15. there IS a lot of young 
walleyes commg on and fishing will 
be improving. Extensive habitat 
work at Mud and Sunfish lakes at the 
lower end of Pool 11 near Dubuque, 
are pro\ Iding 1mp011ant deep water 
and over v. inter hab1tat. and will 
offer excellent panfish and bass 
fishing. 
The in-river habitat 
improvements at Mud and Sunfish 
lakes were not the only projects in 
northeast loVYa. Some important 
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cold water streams also ~o,aw 
extensive \\.Ork. 
Hayes said that work has 
contributed to a tremendous growth 
in the number of streams with self-
su taining. naturally reproducmg 
trout populatiOns. In 1990. there 
were six streams \\.lth self-sustaining 
populations of bro\\ n or brook trout. 
Today, there are 27. Watershed 
improvements, combined with a 
research project on the survival of 
fingerlings reared from VY ild trout, 
has made today the "good old days" 
when it come~ to trout fishmg. 
In Allamakee County at Big 
Paint Creek, major habitat work 
during 2004 and 2005 has improved 
the stream dramatically, and more 
1s planned for 2006. "In the past. 
Big Pamt Creek was con..,tdered a 
margmal stream. \\ 1th trout stockm,.!s 
in the spring and fall. but not in the 
heat of the summer. Now we can 
stock tt year round. on a weeki; 
basts." Hayes said. 
Big Pamt wmds through a mix 
of publtc and pn\ate land and mto 
the YelloVY River State Forest. Some 
of the plivate land is open to pubhc 
t1shing. but not all. Hayes said it 1s 
impor1ant to the future of fishwg that 
anglers respect pn v ate property. take 
out C\erything the) take m and treat 
the land \vith respect. 
Another project that IS ~o,ho\\. ing 
maJOr improvements is Lake 
Macbride. 
"Macblide is one of the lakes 
I'm most excited about," Waters 
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said. Improvements to keep sedtment 
out of the lake, protect the shoreline, 
and new in-lake fi~h attracting 
habitat have led to excellent 
water quality and clarity and to an 
imprm ec.l llshety. Machttde has a 
lot of 8- to I 0-inch crappies, and a 
great hass population, includmg the 
hard fighting Kentucky spotted bass. 
Waters said he b also starting to see 
catchable-size bluegills that had been 
absent in the past. 
Abo making a re-appearance is 
the smallmouth bass population m 
the catch-and-release-only area of 
the Middle Raccoon River, from the 
Lennon Mills Dam at Panora to the 
Redfield Dam. Moore said )ections 
of the river were deepened to 10 to 
12 feet and some hole~ were dug up 
A number of Iowa lakes will look a 
lot different to Iowa anglers in 2006. 
A number of lakes have undergone 
additions and improvements in 
recent years, including the addition 
of fishing piers, jetties and enhanced 
fish populations. 
to 300 feet long. There are a lot of 
public accesses in that stretch and 
fishing has been good. 
Rivers can be a bit tncky to 
fish, but ha' e the potential to offer 
unbelie\ able action. In northeast 
Iowa, smallmouth bass should be 
king this year in the Maquoketa 
River. e~pecially in the catch-and 
release area from the Delht Dam 
downstream, in the Upper lo\\.a, 
the Cedar from Janesvtlle north 
and the Wapsipinicon from Central 
City through Independence. Other 
rivers with improving smallmouth 
number~ are the Volga, Turkey and 
Mississippi Rner Pool 9 through 
13. Many of these same streams also 
have tremendous walleye fishmg. 
"From a smallmouth standpoint, 
I think things are looking better out 
there, and the walleye population has 
been improving ever since 2000," 
satd Hayes 
Thmgs are lookmg better nearl} 
everywhere when it comes to 
fishing. There have been a number 
of projects to improve fishing across 
the state over the last year or two, 
including new fishing jetties, fish 
cleaning stations, boat ramps. )tream 
accesses and more. 
The northwest district alone 
accounted for two gravel boat 
ramps, three dredging projects, three 
universally accessible fishing pters, 
two m-lake habitat projects and four 
accesses. Also added were four 
docks, three ramps, five fish cleaning 
stations, one pier, three jetties, one 
silt pond and one aeration system in 
the past four years. 
There are a number of projects 
slated for 2006, including lake 
renovation projects at Viking, Cold 
Springs, Pierce Creek and Thayer. 
Viking Lake will be lowered in 
the fall and ktlled out to ehmmate a 
yellow bass populatiOn that has taken 
over the lake. It will be restocked 
in the fall with advanced-growth 
fingerlings, including 2- to 3-inch 
bluegills, 5-inch largemouth bass 
and 7 -mch channel catfish. More 
than 20 stlt ba~ms \\til be mstalled in 
the watershed to keep nutnents and 
sediment out of Vtkmg Lake. 
"We won't do anything to the 
lake level until after Labor Day," 
Moore said. 
The reno\ at ion plans at Cold 
Springs. Pterce Creek and Thayer 
Lake are to combat carp and grass 
carp that has impatred water quahty. 
So, with all the new features, 
watershed improvements, fish 
stocking and other work, what will 
make 2006 a good year of fishing? 
"The combination of standby 
lakes and the lakes coming off 
renovation work, and watershed 
improvements will make it a good 
year. The improved water quality 
means better fish growth and better 
fishing," Moore said. 
Waters had a different take. 
"Thts will be a good year if 
people get off the couch, saddle up 
the vehicle and head out for fishing," 
Waters said. "The opportunities are 
everywhere, just make your elf a 
part of it." 
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By Bill Kalishek, Regional Fi~heries Supen isor 
smallmouth bass 
Cedar Ri ver, Bremer - Decent num-
ber<-. of smallmouth ba ~ betvveen 
Waver!) and Jane'i\ ille. 
Cedar Rh er 
Floyd aud 
J\.1itchell 
- Good popula-
ttons throughout 
both counties: catch-
and-re lease from Hal -
verson Park to the dam at Otranto. 
Maquoketa River catch-and-release 
area, Delaware - Cla sic rock habi-
tat in this <-. tretch make for excellent 
<-. mall mouth bass fi shing. Better than 
a\ erage reproduction during earl) 
2000 · has resulted in good number 
of fi ~ h exceeding 12 inche avail-
able. 
Maquoketa River, ]ones - Anglers 
fi shing from Monticello dam down-
stream through Pictured Rocks area 
wi ll find fa ir numbers of small ies. 
Mississippi Ri ver, Pools 9 through 
13 - Better numbers of mallmouths 
can be found in Pool 9 and 
I 0, but fi sh-
• 
• 
(I • ~ 
• • 
• 
able populattom. are present down-
stream through Pool 13. Fish along 
~horc ltne rock protection, rocky day 
mark ere.,, and v.- tngdams, e pecially 
dunng lo·.v water condit ions. Good 
numbcrc., of I 0- to 13-inch fi h but 
fh h up to 4 pounds are routinel) 
caught. 
Turkey River. 
Clayton, Fayette, 
Winneshiek , and 
Howard) 
- You 
can fin d 
small mouth 
j ust about 
an) \Vherc in thi river. 
Try\\ adtng the porllon in Howard 
Count) dunng the summer. 
Upper Jovv a Ri ver. A llamakee 
' Wiun eshiek, and Howard - Good 
smallmouth numbers throughout thi 
river. Float the upstream area in 
Howard County during higher flows 
in the spring. 
•• 
• 
• • 
• 
DJ 
Volga Rtver, Fayette - Small tream 
that can be fi <-. hed by noating or wad-
ing: publtc accc<-.s at the Volga River 
Recreation Area and the town of 
Fayette 
Wapc., tptntcon Rl\ er, Buchanan - A 
lot of fic.,h in the I 0- to 15-mch ranoe e 
Fic.,h rock) c.,horelines or fallen \\- OOd 
structure vv ith both live bait~ or artth-
cial lures. Recent fi sh c.,urveys shm\ 
improved numbers. 
channel catfish 
Big Woods Lake, Black Hawk - B to e 
fi sh and loh of them. The connectiOn 
wtth the Cedar River pumps catfi h 
mto tht .., lak.e. 
Case) Lake, Tama - Local fm orite 
Good shoreline acce s. Catfi h of all 
stzec., available. 
Cedar Ri ver, Bremer - '005 fi h 
survey indicates excellent number~ of 
"cats" available. 
Cedar, Floyd and Mitchell 
- Very good number 
from the Mitchell dam 
dov"nstream \\ ith 20- to 
'5-inch n\h pre ent. 
Greenbelt Lak.e. Black Hawk 
- Good acces\ for family outing 
and lots of catfi sh in the II - to 15-
tnch range. 
Lake H 
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Lake Hen-
dricks, Howard 
- Good popula-
tion of 15- to 20-
inch catfi h with 
orne up to 25. 
Maquoketa River, Delaware 
- Good numbers and siLe 
of catfish available. Early 
morning and late evening 
is be t. Best fi shing fro m Man-
1 che ter to Lake Delhi dam. 
Mississippi Ri ver, Pools 9-15 
- Excellent reproduction pas t few 
years has produced huge numbers of 
channel cats in the M1ssiso.,ippi. Try 
fi shing ft oVv ing v..ater along second-
ary channel near brush pi leo.,. Size 
of catfi . h varies from hddlers to 4 
pounds. 
Volga Lake, Fayette Excellent 
population of all si/e.., wi th very 
abundant 15- to 20-mchers: fi~h the 
rip-rap along the dam 111 mid-sum-
mer. 
Wapsipimcon River, Buchanan 
- Good numbers of 3- to 5-pou nd 
catfi sh between Ottervi lle and Li ttle-
ton. 
•··· trout 
Dalton Pond, Jackson - Physical im-
provements to this small area create 
a park-like atmosphere. Easy, laid-
back pond fi shing with c lose access. 
Ensign Hollow, Clayton - This 
catch-and-release-on I y tream 
provides 
the oppor-
tunity to 
catch 
troph) -su ed bro-w n trout. 
Granms Creek, Fayette - Stocked 
with rainbow and brook trout weekly 
from Apri I through October; greatly 
improved habitat and universal fi sh-
mg access. 
Paint 
Creek, 
Allama-
kee -- Major 
habitat improve-
ment 
project completed in 2005; stocked 
with ra in bows and brooks; wi ld 
brown trout also present. 
Richmond Springs, Delaware 
- Stocked with catchable-size rain-
bow trout both during the week and 
on Saturdayo.,, this i a popular place 
for family fi shing. 
Sny Magill Creek, Clayton - In-
creased brown trout population due 
to fi ngerling stockings; stocked regu-
larly with rainbows and brooks. 
Spring Branch. Delaware - Strong 
population of brown trout 12 mches 
and greater. Three continuous miles 
of coldwater stream open to fi sh-
ing. Good msect hatches on this 
stream. 
SVv l..,.., Valley. Dubuque -
Three consecuti ve years of fl sh 
habitat work helps upport trout 
year round in thts county park. 
Trout Run, Winneshiek - Improve-
ments in trout habitat ha resulted in 
excellent sun ivai or 
week.l y stocked rain-
bow and brook. 
trout; some wild 
brown trout 
also inhabit 
this stream. 
Waterloo Creek, A lla-
makee E>..ce llent population of 
wild brown trout in lower reaches; 
upper segments stocked with rain-
bow and brook trout weekly. 
bluegills 
I 
Bergfeld Pond. Dubuque- Located 
in Dubuque indu~trial park. Thi~ 
lake is ca. y for familie~ to fish for 
abundant 6- to 7-inch hluegills. 
Casey Lake, 
Tama - A con istent pro-
ducer of 8-inch bluegills. 
Look for these "gi II ., on 
beds in May or dnft the matn lake 
during the summer month . 
Lake Delhi. Delaware - Good num-
bers of bluegi lls in the 7- to 8-inch 
range. Fish the fallen woody truc-
ture along rocky ~horelines. Fi h 
early morning or late afternoon to 
avoid heavy boat traffic on thi nar-
row Maquoketa River impoundment. 
Lake Hendricks. 
Howard - Lots of fish 
up to 8 inche~ with a 9-mch bluegill 
a pos ibility; try poppers along the 
edge of the submerged vegetation in 
the summer. 
Mississippi Ri ver, Pools 9-14 - Al-
thouoh the backwater habitat.., are 0 
deteriorating from siltation, many 
oood habllats hm e been re-o 
stored into ideal bluegill 
habitat. Try concen-
tratino on Am-e 
brough Slough and Bu~sey 
Lake in Pool 10. Sunfish Lake 
and Bertom Lake in Pool I L Browns 
Lake and Pomme de TetTe Lake 111 
Pool 13. 
Volga Lake. Fayette- Good num-
bers of 6-8 inch bluegills; the face of 
the dam (e pecially in early pring) 
and submerged bru h piles on the 
south shore are good area . 
crappies 
Bio Woods Lake, 0 
Black Hawk A lot 
of 8-mch crappies for 
the taking. 
Lake Delhi. Delaware- Consistent 
producct of 8- to I 0-inch crappie~. 
Lak.c Hendricks, Howard - Lot~ of 
8- to 10 mch fish; fish the outer edge 
and small pocket~ in the abundant 
submerged vegetation. 
Marten.., Lake, Bremer - This 
...,eomcnt of s~cet Marsh 0 
provide.., abundant 8- to 
9-inch black crappies: 
"'hite crappte mu<.h 
fewer but larger 
Eurastan watet 
milfoil pres-
ent o 
remo\c 
all aquauc 
vegetatiOn 
from boat and 
trailers before leaving. 
Mts-,issippi River. Pools 9-14 
- Crappte populations remam trong 
in the Mtsst..,sippt. Be t times arc 
early morning and late afternoon 
Concentrate on the deeper back\\ ater 
areas 01 IOV\ current sloughs near 
woody structure and bru hpiles. 
Volga Lake. Fayette - Fish the rip-
rap on the dam in ~pnng for 9- to !l -
inch fi-,h: "'ork the large uhmerged 
brush ptles in summer. 
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Cedat RJ\ er, 
Black Hawk - Good walle}e 
h shmg below the uam 111 Waterloo 
111 fall anu early \\.'lllter Trophy- ize 
flsh caught every year. 
Cedm Ri ver. Bremer - Fisheries 
survey~.; inuicate goou survival of 
stockeu walleye~ from recent years. 
Good numbers of I '5- inch-plus wall-
eyes a'.-ailahlc. 
Cedar River. Flovd and Mitchell - A 
con~ i stclll produLer for quality wall-
eye angling: populations maintained 
through annual fingerling stockings. 
Mississippi Ri\er, Pool~ 9-15- The 
20()5 walleye fi shery \\.-as slower 
than 2004. hut the population is still 
good. Strong year classes of 
young walleyes com-
mg on bodes 
well for fu-
ture years. 
Shell rock 
Rrver, /Jutlt~r 
Don ' l 
overlook this fine river 
when planning your next 
walleye outing. Good 
numbers up to 24 inches. 
Turkey River, How-
ard, Wimzeshiek 
and Fayette 
- Numbers 
of wall-
eyes ha\ e mcreased greatly 
ince fingerling stockings ~ere initi-
ated in 2000. 
Wapsipinicon River, Buchanan 
-Annual stockings have made this 
river a consistent producer of abun-
dant and quality-si~e fi sh. 
George W yth Lake, 
Black Hawk - What 
this popula-
tion lacks in 
numbers it 
makes up for 
in si;;e. Bass 18 to 19 
inches available. 
Lake Delhi , Delaware - There 
is a good year-c la~s of bass 12 
to 15 inches present. Fish the 
fallen woody structure along rocky 
shorelines. Fi h early morning and 
late afternoon to avoid heavy boat traf-
fic on thi narrow Maquoketa River 
impoundment. 
Lake Hendricks, Howard - High num-
bers of ba s up to 16 inches. 
Mississippi Ri ver, Pools 9-14 
-Strong numbers of largemouth 
bass exist in the Miss i ~s ippi River. 
Bigmouths often change locations 
throughout the year. Bass reside in 
low current backwaters in the cold 
eason and many move into flowing 
toughs and channels and even onto 
near-channel ~ ingdams in the ~ arrner 
months. 
Martens Lake, Bremer 
- Thee bass 
grow large 
and 
fast 
in this shal-
low water lake; 
fi~h the struc-
ture along the 
dik.e. Eurasion 
milfoil present o 
remove all veg-
etation from 
boat and trailer before leaving. 
northern pike 
Mississippi River, Pools 9-11 - Robust 
populations, but can be hard to locate; 
work the back-waters right after ice-
out; in the hot summer months, they 
seek out springs or coldwater tributaries 
and loaf in these cooler waters. 
Turkey River, Howard - Annual fin-
gerling plants are producing a quality 
population. Some big fish are caught 
annually. 
Clear Lake. Cerro Gordo - Har-
ve~ t \\a'\ down in 2005. but 
<., hould reco\ er . ome in 2006. 
A fall electrofi <;hing survey 
showed good numbers of 14-
to 16-mch fi . h. 
Iowa Ri ver, Hardin - 2005 sur-
vey revealed excellent numbers of 
1-pound fi sh, with walleye up to l 0 
pound. collected . 
Des Moines River, Kossuth & Hum-
boldt - Both the Ea t and We t Forks 
have produced good catche in the 
spring and fall in recenr year . 
Sil\ er Lake. Dickinson - Good 
number.., of 13- to 18-inch fi h 
v. iII be creeled. 
Excellent op-
portunities ex-
ist to catch a 
trophy-sized 
fish. Try 
crank baits in Jul y. 
Fi ve Island Lake, Palo Alto 
- Smaller fish will enter the creel 
in 2006. Good walleye growth will 
~u~ tai n the fishery. 
Spirit Lake, Dickinson - Good 
numbers of 14-inch and larger fi sh 
14 I'"''' Con'c'"'"""""' • \l.rn:h/Apnl ~()()(\ 
northcentral 
By Thomas Gengerke, Regional Fisheries Supen isor 
a' ail -
abl. In 
the ~pring, 
fish after 
dark. 
Later in 
the season 
fish a jig and a minnow through 
the weeds or ca<., t and retrieve a 
nightcrawler. 
Storm Lak.c, Buena Vista - Good 
population . Male· a\ erage 19 inche~ 
whtle females a\erage 20.7 inches 
in the spnng. Troll 
crankbaits or 
vertically jig along the new dredge 
cut . Don't forget that there i a J 5-
inch length limit"' ith only one fish 
over 22 inches allowed per day. 
I 
' yellow perch 
Rice Lake. Winnebago - Good fall 
and winter fi hery. 
Sther Lake. Worth - Den e popu-
latiOn , sorting required. fish up 
to I 0 inches collected in 2005 
survey. 
Lake Cornelia, Wright 
Nice size fi sh (1 0-
inch-plus), but don' t 
expect many limits. 
Spirit Lake, Dickinson - Yel1ow 
perch anglers will <;ee an upswing to 
the fishery. as good number of fish 
will be a\a ilable dunng the '006 ea-
on. Yell ow perch 9 to 1 0.5 inches 
v.tll be common in the catch and will 
sustain the fishery for the fall. 
bullheads 
Notth Twin Lake. Calhoun 
- llugc nu ber of quality 
bullheads. Lot's 
of fish over a pound 
in last year' ur-
Black Hawk Lake. 
Sac - Bullheads and lot'<; of them 
urn up the fi hmg potential. Mo t 
fi sh are bel\\een 7.5 and 8.5 inche . 
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Dog Creek Lake, O'Brien - This 
small lake again has the potential to 
provide anglers quality fi shing dur-
ing 2006. Fish the no11h and west 
ends of the lake early in the season. 
Silver Lake. Dickinson - You can 
"fill the bucket" at Silver Lake with 
good numbers of large fi sh. 
Center Lake. Dickinson - Fewer 
bullheads wtll be caught in 2006; 
hO\\ e\ er. anglers v. iII continue to 
I harve<.,t fi\h approaching I ? inche . 
Crysral Lake, Hancock - High den-
\ity of three-quarter-pound fish. 
Rice Lake, Winn ebago Spring-
time. shortly after Ice-out will pro-
duce good resulr... 
channel catfish 
Scharnberg Pond, Clay Good num-
ber.., of "mce" size channel catfi sh 
are a\ at I able from th1.., county area. 
TraditiOnal ba1ts are m order; how-
C\er. don't O\erlook ll\c ball such as 
mghtcrav. ler\. 
Si lver Lake, Dickinson Yiitually 
untapped h\hery. Try fishing at 
n1ght with li\ e bait such as chubs or 
crav.. lcrs and a bonus \\a ll eye may be 
added to the <.,tnnger. 
Ingham Lake, Emmet Excellent 
angling during 2006. Re-
stocked in 200 I , the\e 
fic.,h have had excel-
lent growth with good 
number\ of fish 1 5 to 17 
mchcs available. 
Stonn Lake, Buena Vista 
Try fi shing a bobber and live 
bait around the islands in May and 
June and drifting a leech or crawler 
in the summer months. Lot's of fi h! 
Brown's Lake, Woodbury - Catfish 
in the 1- to 5-pound range and in 
excellent body condition abound in 
this oxbow lake of we tern Iowa. 
Boone River, Hamilton - Scenic 
river wi th lot 's of fi sh between one-
half and 2 pound . 
Iowa R1 ver. Hardin - 2005 sun ey 
showed good numbers of fi~.oh in the 
3 to 5 pound range. 
Lake Cornelia, Wright - High den-
si ty of fish that are underutilited. 
Cry\tal Lake, Hancock - :?.005 net-
ting \un ey revealed an abundant 
population of I - to 2-pound catfi sh. 
bluegills 
Upper Pine Lake, Hardin - Den\e 
population. with many 0\ er 7 inc he\. 
Eldred Sherwood, Hancock - Lot· s 
of nice fi sh caught on the weed I ine 
in 2005. 
Bru\hy Creek, Webster - Huge year 
cla\s of 8- to 9-inch bluegill c.,. 2006 
should be a banner year. In May and 
June fi sh the north end. 
North Twin , Calhoun - Lot's of big 
'gills in this lake. Fish in the shade 
of the docks during the summer and 
fall with a little leadhead. 
Yellow Smoke Lake, Crawford 
-Drift fi shing a small leadhead 
tipped with a waxworm is a great 
way to catch the 8- I 0-inch bluegi lis 
in Yellow Smoke. 
Dog Creek Lake, O'Brien - Fi\h 
the submerged shallow water timber 
during the pnng. Growth through-
out the c., ummer will provide an 
up wing to the fishery from now 
through the 2007 season. 
Lake PahoJa. Lyon - Quality (6 to 8 
inches) \i1e fhh dominate the catch . 
Cemer Lake, Dickinson - Fi h ncar 
the overhanging and submerged 
brush. Densi ty on the upswing. 
·crappie 
Black Hawk La~e. Sac - Fall fishing 
is just as good as spring so anglers 
have two prime times to catch a mess 
of nice crappie. Fish average 8 to I 0 
inches but 14-inch fi sh are avai lable. 
Crawford Creek Lake, Ida - Dri ft 
fi hing using a small leadhead tipped 
with live bait i\ very effective in 
locating and catching crappie in this 
62-acre prairie lake. 
Beeds Lake, Franklin - Ex-
cellent number of 
both white and 
black crappie 
in the 7- to 9-
inch range. 
Briggs Wood~ Lake, Hamilton . 
_ Eiaht- to 9-inch crappies provtdc 0 
year round angling. 
Lower Pine Lake, Hardin - Fish 
downed trees along horeline in 
pring and drift fhh in open water 
dllling the ~ummer. 
Spirit Lake, Dickinson - 2005 was 
the be t in years. Fish the north end 
hore, Hales and Templar Lagoon in 
the pring. 
largemouth bass 
Brushy Creek Lake, Webster - One 
of the state· s hotlest ba lake . 
Good water quality plus habit equals 
good ba number . 
Spirit Lake, Dickinson - Angler . 
will experience excellent catche of 
fish greater than 15 inches; howev~r, 
angler are trongly urged to practtce 
catch-and-relea e of thi predator 
pec1e . 
Upper Pine Lake, Hardin - Good 
ize tructure, with many fi h greater 
than 3 pounds. 
Smith Lake, Kossuth - High den-
ity of football-s ize ba ob erved 
in 2005 urvey. 
smallmouth bass · 
Spirit Lake, Dickinson - _Fine p~pu­
lation of" mall ics." Actwn begw 
shortly after ice-out around sha11ow 
rock pile on unny. calm days u -
ing jigs and minnows. As the water 
warms the fish d isper~c to deeper 
rock piles and emergi ng weeds and 
can be caught with li ve bait and 
artificial . 
We t Okoboji, Dickinson - Con-
i tent producer. Fi~h are 15 inches 
and larger. Rocks are the key early 
wi th rocks, weeds and weed line 
productive in the summer. 
are a good ummer bait. 
Leeches 
Iowa River, Hardin - Forty percent 
of the fi h collected in 2005 urvey 
were 12 inches or greater. 
Boone River, Hamilton - Fi hover 
l8 inche collected in most recent 
~u rvey. 
northern pike 
Spirit Lake, Dickinson - Good 
numbers of an-
gler-acceptable 
size fish and larger will be common 
to the Spirit Lake angler. An indica-
tor of thi~ increased pike population 
i the ~teadily increa ing net catches 
of thi species during walleye brood 
">lock netting operation~. 
West Okoboji, Dickinson - Good 
numbers of large fish are caught 
every winter. During the open water 
season fish early and late in the sea-
">On for the be t re ult · and u e large 
batts <.; uch a chubs or large artificial 
ban . 
Winnebago River, Winnebago, Han-
cock, Worth, Cerro Gordo - Stocked 
with tlngerlings annually. Produces 
nice fi . h both pring and fall. 
Iowa River, Hardin - Three- to 
6-pound fish observed in urvey 
between Alden and Iowa Falls. 
muskellunge 
Muskie populations in Clear Lake. 
Cerro Gordo. Spirit and West Oko-
boji, Dickinson , and Brushy Creek. 
Webster have matured in number 
and , ize. Late ummer and fall are 
peak period . 
Black Hawk 
Lake, Sac 
- Thou~ands of 
yellow ba har-
vested in 2005. This 
year hould be ju t a 
good. Fi h a small leadhead 
on a wi ndy horelme. 
Clear Lake, Cerro Gordo - Harve t 
wa, down in 2005; however, size in-
creased to a 10-inch average. Expect 
a sim il ar year in 2006. 
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Lake Macbride, Johnson - Good 
numbers-a ll s i~:cs: lots of new habitat 
and Kentucky ~polled ba pre~ent 
Corydon Lake, Wayne - Abundant 
numbers due to the cage catfish 
program. 
Diamond Lake. Poweshiek - Good Lake Miami, Monroe - Excellent 
number~ or'-to 4 pound fi h: target number -all <; izes. 
pallet . 
Farm Pond~. all counties - Best 
chance for a trophy; mo tly private 
water. 
channel catfish 
Mis i sippi Ri ver. Pools 16-19 
- Best catfish hole in the state. 
Lake Darling. Washington - Lot~ 
of 15- to 19-inch fish: 9-pounder~ 
pre ent. 
Corah ille Reservoir. Johnson - Ex-
cellent population-all size 
Kent Park, J ohnson - Out tanding 
angling: excellent shoreline acces~. 
Otter Creek. Tama - Lot of 14- to 
20-inch fi \ h. 
Rathbun Lake, Appanoose - Excep-
tional fi shery; they're everywhere: 
all ize 
Mo t Interior Ri\ er - Exceptional 
fi hery-all siLes: fi h 
Hawthorn Lake. 
Mahaska - Ex-
cellent fishery with 
fi h up LO 25 
inche . 
walleye 
Rathbun Reservoir. Appauoose 
- Excellent fi~hcry: late spring/ um-
mer 1 be t. 
Mis i ippi Ri\ cr. lock and dam 15 
and 17 - Great tail water fishery: fish 
move to wing dams in summer. 
Iowa River. J ohnson Fish 
below Coralvi lle Dam and 
Burlington Street Dam 
in Iov. a Cit;. 
Wapsi River, 
Linn and ] ones 
- Fish below dams at 
Central City and Anamosa. 
white bass 
Rathbun Lake. Appanoose - Excel-
lent fishery with fi sh averaging 10 to 
14 inches. 
Mi i ippi Ri\ er - Fi sh below 
loeb and dam and wing dams: plen-
t i ful. 
Plea\ant Creek, Linn - Look for 
\chools feeding on urface in um-
mcr: 16-mch fi h common. 
flathead catfish 
Skunk Ri ver (all stretches) - This 
popu lar fi~hery is easy to fi . h be-
cau\c of its ize. 
Mt s<;ts ippi River. pools 16-19 
- Be~t below locks and dam~ and 
side channels. 
Rathbun Reservoir. 
Appanoose - Tar-
get the Bri 
area. 
Ce-
dar. 
lo\.\ia. Wap-
lpinicon and 
Des Moine river - Good for all 
\ Jtes. Look for big fish 111 holes dur-
ing summer and arou nd drift piles 
and bridge pilings. 
red ear sunfish 
Lake Geode. Henry - Fi h 
have been sampled up to 
1 I 112 in. 
Lake Wapello. Davis 
- Good numbers of 8-12 in. 
fi h. 
Lake Sugema. Van Buren - Good 
number of 8-12 in. fi h. 
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By Andy Moore, Regional Fisherie-, Supervisor 
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bluegill 
1 Big Creek, Polk - Seven- to 9-
inch fi h available; fi h mall 
jigs and crawlers near the jet-
ties and spawning bed, . 
Greenfield Lake, Adair 
- Good number of 7- to 
9-mch fish. 
Littlefield Lake, 
C A udubon e-
d - Eioht- to ar. o 
9-inch fi sh 
common; Fish 
or all near shoreline 
ole~ dL:: ~pawning beds or 
t piles try summer drift 
. 
- fj,r, 
up to 
IS 
H2m. 
fi shing. 
Fogle Lake, 
Ringgold 
- Seven- to 8-
inch common; 
mo() t predictable 
catch. 
Green Valley, Union 
- Seven and one-
half- to 8 1/2- inch fi h 
.Good common. 
-
crappie 
Red Rock Lake. 
Marion - Eleven- to IS-
inch fh h, fi h feeder 
stream cove~ and 
the dam area if 
water quality 
is good . 
Nodaway Lake, Adair 
Good numbers of 8- to 
1 0-inch fi h; find the 
bru. h pile . 
Three Mile Lake, 
Union - Eight- to 11-inch 
fi h common; Fi sh near the dam 
and in the nooded timber. 
Little River Lake, Decatur - Eight-
to 10-inch fish can be caught if 
water quality i good. 
Orient Lake, Adair - Eight- to 10-
. inch fish, best in spn ng 
along the dam 
and west 
rock pile. 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
Mormon Trail , Adair 
- All sizes up to 18 
inche . 
We t Lake, Clarke - All 
izes; 14-to 17-inchers 
common. 
Ahquabi Lake, War-
ren - Good popula-
tion of 15-inch-pl u 
bass. 
Blue Heron 
Lake, Polk 
- Good 
number . 
large ba 
available. 
Prairie Rose Lake, Shelby - Large 
14- to 20-inch fis h; trophy fi hery. 
Prairie Rose Lake, Shelby 
- High numbers of 3- to 6-
pound fish; large Aatheads 
also available. 
inches. 
Green Valley Lake, 
Union - All sizes up 
to 30 inches. 
Nine Eagle 
Lake, Decatur 
- Large numbers, 
average 14 to 25 
Rock Creek Lake, Jasper - Good 
population of 16- to 20-i nch fi h. 
Greenfield Lake, Adair - Large 
numbers of 2-pound fish 
I 
walleye 
Lake Manawa, Pottawattamie 
- Good number or all . iLe . . 
Saylorville Lake, Polk - fifteen- to 
20-inch fi sh; try Cherry Glen to the 
manna. 
Little River Lake. Decatur - Thir-
teen- to 17-fi h common if water 
quality i good. 
Three Mile Lake,Union 
-All sizes with 
plenty of fish 
exceeding 26 
inches. 
Des Moines Ri ver, Boone, 
Polk - Fish below dams and in 
riffle/pool area . 
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By Bill Kalishek, biologist 
The Cedar River in Mitchell 
County, from the town of Mitchell 
down tream, offers excellent angling 
for native populations o f small mouth 
bass and channel catfish. Annual 
<;tockings of fingerling walleye and 
northern pike also provide great 
fi hing. It's best to float the river 
m a canoe or walk the Cedar River 
Greenbelt Trail from highway 9 to 
Mitchell or the Spring Park Trails. 
Interstate Park at Mitchell (modem 
facilities) and Spring Park near 
o~age (primitive camping) provide 
river<;ide accommodations. 
northwest 
By Jim Christianson, biologist 
Lake Pahoja, Lyon County , is 
a 70-acre man-made lake that 
provides hours of recreatio n 
for the outdoor enthus ias t. 
The fi shing clientele is ra ther 
localiLed, probably due to its 
location in extreme northwestern 
Iowa. With recent fi sh 
management ac tivities , the 
bluegill and crappie fi sheries 
should expand and pro vide some 
good angling. This, along with 
some very good channel catfish 
fishing, will make this lake an 
angler's destination. The park area 
adjacent to the lake is 
managed by the Lyon 
County Conservation 
Board and provides 
many amenities, 
including camping 
pads, cabins, trails, a 
beach, playgrounds, 
boat rentals and a 
covered fishing pier. 
southeast 
B_v Don Kline, 
biologist 
Yenrougis Pond lays 
just 2 miles north 
of S igourney. The 
rugged landscape of 
the abandoned rock 
quarry compliments 
the crystal clear water. 
Anglers will find 
healthy populations of 
bluegill <;, black crappies, largemouth 
bass, channel catfish and redear 
sunfish. Expect to catch a bunch of 
nice size fi sh of all species. Just vary 
your tackle and bait to fit the species 
of fi sh. Try a small hook and pinch 
of worm for panfish, fl ashy spinner 
baits for bass and smelly stink 
baits for catfish. Dabble along the 
shore I ine or work the deeper water 
in a canoe or float tube. A gravel 
ramp is available for small boats 
with e lectric motors. Bring a picnic 
or plan a primitive camp out in this 
quiet scenic area. 
southwest 
By Gary Sobotka, biologist 
Nine Eagles Lake is a 56-acre lake 
hidden in Decatur County near Dav is 
City. The lake ha good population · 
of bluegill , largemouth bas and an 
underused population of channe l 
catfish. Along with this, an excellent 
state park with good camping facili -
ties is available. 
starting 
tophunch 
just below 
Lake Delhi 
Dam wa 
implemented 
almost 20 
northeast 
By Bryan Hayes. biologist 
A catch-and-relea\e regulation on 
mallmouth ba\\ m a four mile 
segment of the Maquoketa River 
years ago. 
The first I 0 
years of the 
regulation 
angler witne~~ed an incredible 
increase in numbers and ~ize of 
smallmouth bass. A '->tring of low 
reproduction-years in the middle 
1990s caused a downturn in the 
population that a catch-and-release 
regulation couldn't prevent. The 
smallmouth bass fishin g in this 
segment i a top hunch for 2006 
becau e of the rebounding number 
witnessed in Ia t fall' s fishery 
survey. Numbers and size are back. 
Anglers can access this area by small 
jon-boat, canoe or wading thi cemc 
<;tretch of river in Delaware County. 
northvves+ 
By Lannie Miller, biologist 
North Twin Lake in Calhoun County 
has it all. It has great fishing for a 
variety of fi h, including bluegills 
and crappie up to I 0 inc he , yellow 
ba~s by the boat load, bullheads 
weighing more than a pound , 
walleye in the 2-pound-plus clas 
and unlimited channel cat fishing. 
Combine this with excellent water 
clanty and you have the making of 
a great outdoor adventure. Shoreline 
fl~hing is available but boat angler 
will have the advantage. 
southeast 
By Paul Sleeper, biologist 
All indication point toward a banner 
year for panfish at Lake Macbride. 
If you want to catch lots of bluegill, 
than Lake Macbride is the place to 
go. Most bluegill at Macbride will 
be around 6 to 7 inches and can be 
caught near the brush pile all year. 
There i al o a trong year clas of 
crappie from 8 to 10 inc he . Fi h 
the e crappie in hallow brush in the 
spring and late fall. In the summer 
month crappie move away from the 
horeline and u pend over deeper 
water. Macbride i a shoreline 
angler dream pot v. ith numerous 
hi king trails that will take you 
around most of the lake. 
southwest 
By Chris Larson, biologist 
Lake Anita in Cass County is a 
good bet for excellent bluegilL 
largemouth bas and channel 
catfi h fi hing if the lake fills in 
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northeast 
By Mark Winn, technician 
The scenic Wapsipinicon Ri ver 
flowing through northeast Iowa 
offers diverse fi shing opportunities 
for anglers and should be a top 
priority for anglers this coming 
season. Whether after northern 
pike, walleye, smallmouth ba , 
channel catfish or an occa~ional 
ntce creel of crappies, this river 
offers all types of diver e habitats 
holding good numbers and sizes 
of fish. These species, with the 
exception of walleyes. are all self-
sustaining natural1y reproducing 
populations. Accessing fi sh in the 
"Wapsi" can be as easy as throwing 
on a pair of old sneaker~ and wading 
in Bremer County, or floating 
a jon boat in Buchanan County. 
northwest 
B_\ Jim Wahl, biologist 
The Iowa River in Hardin 
County is one of the most 
scenic rivers in Iowa and 
offers some of the best fi shing 
as well. Limestone rock 
provides rock-rubble sub trate 
throughout the county, which 
1s the preferred habitat for 
smallmouth bass. Channel 
catfish and northern pike 
also inhabit the river and 
and have 
produced 
outstanding 
fi hing in recent year . Access is 
excellent w1th an abundance of 
public approaches throughout the 
county. Many anglers prefer to fi h 
by canoe or small jon boat, however 
much of the stream is wadeable. 
southeast 
By Bernie Schonhoff. biologist 
What makes the Mississippi 
River the best place for a fishi ng 
adventure no matter what you're 
after? DIVERSITY. The Mighty 
Mississippi has omething for 
everyone. You like catfi h? 
Channel or flathead catfish, and 
bullheads, the Mississippi has them 
all. Like your fi sh with cales? 
Largemouth and smallmouth bass, 
the ri ver has them both - just ask 
the ESPN/BASS tournament anglers 
headed there this year. White ba 
are abundant and they' re willing 
biters, especially in the tailwaters in 
the pring. People often as ociate 
walleye and sauger with the northern 
lakes country, but they're in the 
river in good numbers. Whether 
it' s crappies, bluegills or perch, the 
backwaters have plenty of pan fi sh as 
well. 
southwest 
By Andy Moore. supervisor 
Two rivers, the De Moine in 
Boone and Polk counties and the 
Middle Raccoon from Panora to 
Redfield in Guthrie and Dallas 
counties, are excellent fishing 
de tinat10ns. The Des Moines 
can be good for walleye, channel 
catfish, white bas and hybrid 
striped bass. Fishing can be good 
below the various low head dams 
in the Des Moines area and below 
the Saylorville and Red Rock dams 
into Marion County. The Middle 
Raccoon has very good walleye 
and smallmouth bass (catch-and-
releaseon ly) fi shing. New habitat 
has been constructed in the river 
above the highway P28 access. 
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small river 
towns that 
worth more 
arc big on 
hospitality. 
Some must 
see c:;pots to than a day I 
north~ast 
By Sco/1 Critters, biologist 
You can maximize a couple fishing 
day up the Great Ri ver Road along 
the upper Mi i ippi River. The 
road runs along the eastern border 
of Iowa and connects with our 
neighboring tate . Pick any ection 
of the Great River Road and you can 
spend a couple quality day along 
the Missi ippi Ri \er. Thi ummer 
however, try concentrating on a trip 
from Guttenberg to Marquette. This 
ection of the roadtrip ha numerou 
fi hing ·ite , great . ight eeing and 
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vi it are the 
Gultenberg 
aquanum, 
Guttenberg n ver walkway, Bus ey 
Lake fi hing fl oat, Pikes Peak State 
Park, Effigy Mound National 
Monument, Sny Magill and Bloody 
Run trout stream. 
northwest 
By Jim Wahl, biologist 
Upper and Lower Pine lakes, located 
one-half mile east of Eldora, will 
provide orne of the best ba fi hing 
in northern Iowa. Both of the e 
lakes support bass in the 6- to 7-
pound range, with good number 
exceeding 3 pound . If you prefer 
panfi h, crappie and bluegill are 
abundant in both lake . The Iowa 
Ri ver i wi th in a tones throw of the 
lower lake dam and produce good 
catches of mallmouth bas , channel 
catfi h and an occasional walleye or 
pike. Camping i available at Pine 
Lake State Park on the upper lake 
and rental cabin are available on 
the Iowa Ri\ er. 
southeast 
By Mark Flammang. biologist 
It ' one of Iowa's largest l ake~ and 
has the fishing quality to match. 
Year-in and year-out Lake Rathbun 
(Appanoose County) is recogniLed 
across Iowa and the Midwest as one 
of the great "go to" places for the 
crappie enthusiast, and 2006 will 
bring an abundance of 10- to 12-inch 
crappies. How about spending a day 
or two more chasing the walleye on 
Lake Rathbun? The all-time record 
for walleye harvest at Rathbun was 
set las t year, with great numbers of 
15- to 21-inch fi h common. 
southwest 
By Dick McWilliams, biologist 
The Polk County area offers enough 
fishing to last more than a day. 
Gray's, Easter, Big Creek, Blue 
Heron and Saylorville lake , with a 
combined 6,800 acre of water. offer 
fishing for everything from channel 
catfi h to hybrid striped bass to 
bluegill. Add the De Moines Ri\ er 
in Polk County intothe mix. and 
excellent fishing with good acces is 
readily available. Good lodging and 
re taurant accommodation , 
plu entertainment, make this area 
very invi ting. 
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northeast 
B_v Btyan Hayes, biologist 
Backbone State Park was Iowa's 
fi rst dedicated tate park back in 
1920. As it wa then, it remains 
one of the great family vacation 
spots in Iowa. Activi tie at the park 
and in surrounding communities 
are well worth planning a vacation 
around. Anglers can take fi sh from 
the well-stocked trout stream in the 
park, which is a popu lar place on 
Saturdays throughout the summer 
when the stocking truck arrives. The 
kids enjoy seeing the fi sh released 
into the stream and then going after 
'em. Scenic Backbone Lake can 
add some variety to the creel. The 
good largemouth bass fi shing from 
last year wi ll likely carry over to 
2006. All the accommodations 
needed for a memorable family 
v:tcation can be found within the 
park, and the scenery is priceless. 
Area events of interest include: 
Strawberry Days, June 9- J I , 
Strawberry Point; Edgewood Rodeo 
Days, June 22 25, Edgewood; 
Delaware County Fair, July 10-16, 
Manchester; and the 25•h Annual 
Backbone Bluegrass Festival, July 
28-30. For more information, visit 
the Area Chamber of Commerce 
websites at; www.strawberrypt. 
com or www.manchesteriowa.org. 
northwest 
By Jim Wahl, 
biologist 
There's something for everyone in 
the family at Clear Lake. Walleye, 
yellow bass, channel catfish, 
bullhead or even a muskie provide 
the angler plenty of opportunities 
on this 3,700-acre natural lake. 
Three public swi m beaches are 
available, as well as water skiing and 
sailing. If you don' t care for water 
activities, shop the many antique 
stores in downtown Clear Lake, or 
spend some time on one of three 
golf cour es. Visitors are treated to 
special events at City Park nearly 
every weekend throughout 
the summer, and the Lady of the 
Lake tour boat is docked aero s the 
street. Several campgrounds and 
lodging facilit ies arc avatlable on or 
near the lake. 
southeast 
By Mark Flammang, biologist 
Renovated in 1993, Lake Wapello 
in Davis County provides 
outstanding angling for bluegill 
(8- and 9-i nch fish are common) 
and largemouth bas(). Largemouth 
bass are extremely abundant and 
provide tremendous catch-and-
releas-only angling. Camping 
spots are abundant and the recently 
renovated cabin provide a quiet 
and comforta ble get away. Don' t 
forget the lodge and res taurant on the 
lakeshore. Wapello is also a short 
drive from the historic Bloomfield 
town square. 
southwest 
By Gary Sobotka, biologist 
Three Fire Lake in Taylor County 
is 80 acres and has great facilities for 
the family. Be ides a new and rap-
idly growing fish population, there 
is tent camping and cabtns, a swim-
ming beach, playground, and best of 
all, there is excellent water quality. 
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Thinkbackto theearly 1 980~. 
The nation isj u t coming off a horrible 
disco hangover, ky-highinflation i 
~ub iding and bell-botlom pant. are 
fin ally gone for good. It is also the 
decade when tock car racing began 
an unprecedented growth in populari ty 
across the country. Fans began 
placing their favmi te carburetor or lift 
kit brand sticker on their own car 
window ,j ust like their favorite 
dri\'er . 
Now jump forward 15 years. 
Driving west along highway 34 you 
get pa ed by a truck pulling a boat 
with a matching paintjob, and a 
Ba\smaster sticker and one for 
Berkley fi ~hing line and Ba s Pro 
Shop and Lowrance electronics and 
Mercury motor and ... you get the 
picture. What' happened to car 
racing in the 1980 is happening to 
tournament fi hing. Expo ure i\ 
drawing in fans, the fans want to play 
like the guy they see on TV and the 
fi . hing toumament follow. 
Iowa lakes and rivers hosted more 
than630fi hing tournaments in2004. 
and the trend i for more. By 2007 
when Twelve-Mile Lake and Lake 
26 IO"J Cnn,Cf\311001\l • M..rchfApril '006 
Icari a get back from major 
renovat1on , that number could surpass 
700. 
Fi~hing toumaments are not only 
becoming more numerou ~. but along 
with the participants. more 
sophisticated. This evolution ha a l ~o 
occurred with their relationship with 
the Iowa Department of Natural 
Re ource . Once con ide red in orne 
c ircle~asadver\ari e , fi shing clubs and 
tournament angler<; nO\v work~ ith the 
DNR to improve, protect and promote 
fi hing in Iowa. 
Lannie Miller. fi henes biologist 
with the Iowa DNR and head of the 
state fi shing tournament committee, 
said in general the DNR and folh 
hosting and fi shing in the tournament 
have a pretty good worl-.ing 
relationship. 
Miller, whose district covers we t-
centrallowa and includes the wild!) 
popular Brushy Creek Lake, aiel , tate 
fi sheries staff has worked on a lot of 
fi h habitat project~ with the club 
member , who have also raised and 
donated money to the project . 
"We've had ~ome really good 
cooperation with them," M illersaid. 
by Mick Kletne rud 
··w e need to balance the publ ic use of 
the lake and they understand that." 
The DNR requires fi hing 
tournaments that ha\ e six or more 
boats, 12 or more participants or who 
charge an entry fee or have pri1es. to 
submit an application to the area fi h 
management biologist. (The number ... 
are different for tournament\ on the 
Missi ippi River. ) With the numbero 
fi shing toumaments increasing. 
. cheduling tournament become rnon 
.... 
competitive. 
Miller save one weekend day ea( 
month at Bru~hy Creek \vith no fi hm1 
tournaments, and he vatie the day 
each month. Heal o trie to keep 
hoi iday 'A eekend free from fi hing 
tournament ·. 
In outhwe t lo~ a. Three-Mile 
• 
Lake had 49 ba fishing tournament'> 
in 2004, but none on Mother's Day. 
Father' Day. MemorialDa). Labor 
Day or the Fourth of July. Gary 
Sobotka, ri sherie biologist at Mt. A;1 
\\ ho e di trier includes Three-Mile 
Lake, ha nearly 25 percent of all 
fi hing tournaments in Iowa in hi '> 
cl1strict. Sobotka take a di fferent 
approach than Miller. He looks at the 
urn am' 
\!d. '"Tl 
1e to sl 
Partt 
:ecau 
Jght ill 
otka 
Sofa 
11amt 
Q,l 
1 nree-
dfairlv 
cngre 
hanc 
rud 
ublic use 
ndthat." 
1umber of boat that are projected for 
.!ach tournament and tries to keep it a 
;lose to 25 as he can. If there are two 
.. ma llertoumaments totallingabout25 
Joat , he would probably allow both on 
I he same weekend . 
"I try to chedule a many 
oumament a l ean fit in," Sobotka 
\md. "The fi shery i the anglers' 
• 
mg ·esource and it i our job to make it 
)rmore neet the anglers' demands. If we 
ntson\~ ;an· t make the biology work, then we 
0 !pnm.t 
!areafi h 
enum!Jcr. 
ts on the 
!number 
fl!!. 
~ 
lnOfi\h . 
.heda) 
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.t ~ft.r\l 
.\file 
fall 
nht' 
erent 
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1ave to slow the tournaments down." 
Partofthe re pon ibilityof a 
oumament director is to send in a 
·eport that include how many fi sh 
Nere caught, the number of short fi h 
;aught and the number that died. 
)obotka said he ha some groups that 
Jo agoodjob keeping fish alive and 
)thers that could try a little harder. 
So far, Sobotka said fi shing 
oumaments have not harmed West 
_ake Osceola, but he said the impact 
>n Three-Mile is unknown . Three-Mile 
li a fairly new lake and Sobotka i not 
.eeingas many young fish coming into 
he\ystem. 
Fishing clubs and tournament 
tngler are keenly aware of the 
crutiny from fellow anglers, and have 
aken great strides to improve the way 
hey handle the tournament, the way 
hey handle the fish and the way they 
nteract with others on the water. 
rhcse anglers want the resource to be 
1s good as po sible, and they are 
working to minimize the stress and 
mortality on the fi sh. 
Jay Walton is the con ervation 
director oflowa Bass Anglers (a 
B.A.S.S. Federation club) and has 
been rishing bass tournaments since 
1990. Hi <; group worf..s to improve fi sh 
So, whathappens in a fishing 
tournament? 
First, it depends on the type of 
tournament-clubor opcn. Club 
tournaments u ually have a lower entry 
fee, are conducted on a smaller scale 
and involve club members only. Open 
survival through education of member . tournaments usually have a higher 
Walton said keeping fish alive erves ent ry fee, ha\ e more competi tion . 
their interest because it mean c.; they larger prites and anyone can 
can keep doing what they love. participate. 
Walton and manyofhi fe llow club Toumaments tmolvingclub 
and tournament anglers work to 
improve fi h-handling procedures and 
have certain minimum requirements for 
live-well . Members recei\eabooklet 
offering way to keep mortality to a 
minimum. and if followed, claim to 
have 90 percent urvival. The tips 
include changing water in the li ve-well , 
keeping the live-well full of water, 
proper hooking and handling techniques 
and o on. After the offi cial weigh-in, 
fi h arc immediately boated to various 
point-, on the lake and re leased into 
deeper, cooler water. 
Tournament are not all weekend 
affairs with big fancy boats. Some 
lakes have a fishing league, which is 
ju t like a bowling league. Anglers 
meet on the same day each week, at 
the same time, at the ~arne lake and 
fi sh for a few hours. They throw a 
few bucks in the hat and winner takes 
all. This goes on during the summer at 
West Lake Osceola and at Badger 
Creek Lake, to name a few. 
members range in ~ i ze from a few 
boats up to 25. Tournaments, a part 
of the national circuit, can have a· 
many a 50 to 60 boats. "You can 
take it to whatever level you want to 
take your fi~ h i ng. get together with 
buddies and throw $ 10 in a hat or try 
for the Bass masters Classic," Walton 
aid. 
When Walton'sclubhold a 
toumament, member do not know 
who they will be fi shing with until the 
day of the event. The fir~t thing in the 
morning, they draw for partner . The 
angler- the person fi hing from the 
front of the boat, and the co-angler-
the person fishing from the back of the 
boat, will compete not against each 
other or as a team. but aga inst the 
angler and co-angler in the other boat 
-angler vs. angler and co-angler vs. 
co-angler. 
"You· re not fi shing again t the guy 
in yourboat, but again ta competitor 
you can' t even ee," Walton aid. 
Photos, courtesy of Iowa Bass 
Anglers, feature 2005 fishing 
tournaments at Brushy Creek lake, 
lake Okoboji and the annual kids 
tournament at Three-Mile lake. To 
view additional photos visit their 
web site at 
www.iowabassanglers.com 
Blast-offis generally at fir t, ~are 
light. Fi shtng v, illl a~t for 8 hours (6 
hour during hot weather). The angler 
andco-angler will di cu whereto 
fi h, when to move and so on, based 
on what they learned when they pre-
fi hed the lake. 
Fi hing tournament offer a lot 
of camaraderie. ~aid Walron. 
Walton fi shes about 20 tournaments 
a year from Spirit Lake to lakes in 
Mis ouri and up and down the 
Missis ippi Ri ver. Tournament 
angler try to stay in the arne one 
or two hotel~ . After the competition 
i over. the) all get together for 
some group fun . "That' the key to 
all thi . having fun doing what we 
love to do," Walton said. 
Kevin Stockman, of Ogden, is the 
director of Bass Stalkers ba s 
tournaments and ha been ho ting 
fi hing tournament ince the late 
1980s. Stockman host open 
tournamenh on lakes from Bmshy 
Creek to Little River, and West Lake 
Osceola to the lake in the Creston 
area. Anyone can enter an open 
-
tournament, all they have to do is pay 
the fee and register. 
Stockman ~aid his tournaments 
begin with a boat check and afety 
equipment re\ ie\\ . Each team must 
read and sign-off on the rule . Like 
other tournaments, angler fi h for six 
to eight hours, then return for weigh-in. 
Therei a competition forb iggestba~s 
and for total wetght. 
He aid competitors are getting 
more and more sophi~tt cated and when 
certain teams show up, you might a 
we11 hand them the pri;.e money. He 
gets participants from all over Iowa, as 
well a neighboring states, and ee 
fi shing tournaments a~ a way to 
introduce angler"> to a lake they 
wouldn · t normally tnnel to to fi h. 
Stockman said bass tournament 
anglers are a well-connected group 
and word spreads quickly when fi bing 
is good. Like in 2004, Stockman 
hosted a tournament at Badger Creek, 
where the top three place were 
decided by 16 ounces.\\ ith the \vinner 
coming in aL26 pounds for ix fi h. 
Conversely, when Twelve-Mile wa 
suffering through its ye llow bas 
problem, word got around and the 
anglers and tournament left. 
Walton satd he has noticed ome 
change to fi hi ng tournament over 
the year . Ethics have moved to the 
forefront, he said. Participants have to 
maintain certai n standards - from the 
boat launch, to the way they catch and 
release fish, to the way they treat othe 
anglers in other boats and on shore. 
"We worry about our public 
perception,"Walton aid. 
There have also been ob\ to us 
changes in technology. But, like 
Waltonsaid,technologycanonly hm' 
where the fish are, you still have to 
convince them to trike. 
One of the most important 
tmprovement ,over theyear ,has 
been in the cooperation between the 
tournament anglers and director , and 
the DNR and county fish and wi ldlife 
staff, which ultimately benefits the 
resource. 
\Vhat does the future hold? 
Stockman sees fishtng tournament 
fading out quickly i fthe DNR require• 
all toumament to become catch-and-
release only. He said catch-and-
release tournament wou ld be ripe for. 
cheating and would eventually weed 
out the money tournament ·. 
Walton ee ba s tournaments 
improving in both thequalityofthe 
resource and the events. There are 
only ·o many lakes in Iowa and only s 
many tournaments avai lable. "Weare 
trying to bring what the big boys do to 
the local level and have fun doing it," 
Walton aid. 
Mick Klemesrud is an information 
specialist with tl1e departJIIent in Dl 
Moines. 
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LIVES THE GOOD LIFE 
water, practice fi sh, fish the tournament, travel home and 
repeat. He would fish 12 events per year- five to seven 
on the PWT and fi ve on the FLW Outdoors tour. 
"I always like to get three days of solid practice in," he 
said. "There really isn't anybody out there who can't do 
well without practice." Practice is imp01tant for anglers to 
get a pattern on the walleyes, because the fish can be 
anywhere from 2 to 50 feet of water. 
Eric Naig was 
Jiving his dream. He 
had reached the top of 
the Professional 
Walleye Trail (PWT) 
and was competing 
with, and defeating 
I most of, the big boys. 
It had been 11 years 
ofhard work, hustle 
and travel, but this 
Cylinder native had 
made the big time. 
His journey to the 
pros started in college 
at Storm Lake, where 
he would pull planer boards around the lake catching 
walleyes. His passion Jed him to compete in the Clear Lake 
Classic and Easter Seals Great Walleye Weekend at the 
Iowa Great Lakes. Success in these local tournaments 
spawned a desire to try his luck against the best in the 
country. 
During the winter of 1992, Naig waschangingjob and 
decided it was the perfect time to try fishing against the 
pros in a professional fishing tournament. He called to 
inquire about fishing as an amateur and was told "son-y kid, 
we have more amateurs than boats." The boat shortage 
was due to a pro angler shortage. The pro provides the boat 
and makes decisions on where to fi sh and when to move, 
and the amateur serves as co-angler and learns from the 
pro. Naig was asked about his equipment and boat, and 
voi la, he was in his first event and was considered a pro. 
Naigtookhis I 6-foot Alumicraftto Lake Erie. "The 
weather couldn't have been more perfect," he said. "The 
lake was flat calm. It was like fi shing Storm Lake, running 
planer boards." And he caught a lot offish. "I fini shed in 
15th place and thought 'man this was easy,'" he said. 
Naig was a regular pro from J 993 through 2003. 
During that time, his schedule was ... travel to the host 
After pre-fishing the lake, the tournament would last 
three, sometimes four days. Add a travel day to each end 
of the event, and Naig would invest a minimum of eight 
days for each event. The PWT events were primarily in 
the upper Midwest- Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, 
Minnesota and the Dakotas, but would occasionally visit 
g, Missouri , Kentucky and the Mississippi River. 
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i£ Naig spent 150 days annually on the water and one-
~ ~ thirdofhi nightsaway fromhome. Fishingwas,and still 
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is, his passion. The tournaments were the easy part. It 
was the business side of being a pro that was hard. Entry 
fees increased from $750 when he first began to $1,200 to 
$1,500 per event. He spent a lot of time off the water 
working with and for his sponsors. He was making public 
appearances, speaking engagements and selling their 
products. 
After 11 years, he decided to make a career change. 
Now, instead of courting sponsors and promoting their 
products, Naig works with tournament anglers on behalf of 
Iowa-based Pure Fishing. 
There area lot of positives to being a professional and 
fishing on the circuit, he said. ''Evet-y place you would go, 
you would get an angler in a boat and teach him to catch 
more walleyes," he said. Also, when the tour would come 
to an area, there was an increased awareness about 
fishing, and the pros would promote catch-and-release . .. 1 
think that's a good thing when you selectively harvest," 
Naig said. "Hardly anybody keeps any fi sh (on the tour) 
and with our limited resources, I think that's good.'' 
So where docs this pro go if given the choice? "Spirit 
Lake," he said, mainly because it is out his back door. If 
he could fish any lake, it would be Lake of the Woods. 
Naig, 37, and his wife Kris, li ve on theshoreofSpirit 
Lake with their two children. "We all love to fish," he said. 
"We' re living the good life." 
- MK 
If the arrival of warming spring temperatures turns your thoughts 
toward things like trout, turkeys or wild mushrooms .. . 
your internal compass might be pointing to northeast Iowa for an 
Morels, Trout and Turkey 
Story and photo by Lowell Wa hbum 
t' s a time like no other. Ju t past snow melt and daytime temperatures 
are soaring. Soft, A pri I showers have cleansed the land cape and the 
worn, tired browns or winter are giving way to the delicate hues or new 
foliage. From mallest to largest. every bird of every pecies loudly 
proc laims the impending change of ea on. 
Spring ha arrived! 
For thousand of Iowan\, the \ ignal are unmi\ tak.able and irre i tible. 
The compelling combination of warmth , smell and sound commands that 
we drop everything, proceed to the nearest exit and immediately get out-of-
doors. 
As the season gathers strength and advances not1hward, our thought. 
bought\ 
oms 
• 
a for an 
naturally tum to cla~ ical pring 
adventures. Residing at the 
pinnacle or the~e time-honored 
outdoor challenge are the three 
all-time greats. Spring gobblers. 
winter-hardened trout and the 
always-elusive wi ld mushroom. 
For me, there 's never much 
debate over which direction to 
head. Every year it' s the arne. A 
powerful and undeniable force leads 
me on a traight cour e to the rich, 
lime~tone dairy country of extreme 
n01thea. t Iov. a. It i here. and here 
only. that outdoor aficionado can 
attempt to panake in the que t for, 
not one or two. but all three of 
the e heady spring cla ic . Even 
more amazing i the fact that trout, 
turkey and wild mushroom may 
all be obtai ned from the same place 
on the same day. 
Often referred to a the Iowa 
Grand Slam, it i a back road 
adventure wi thout equal. 
But don' t get the wrong idea. 
The fact that northeast Iowa' bluff 
country literally teem with the e 
~ought-after forms of flora and 
fauna doe. n · t mean that taking the 
Grand Slam is ea y. It i n't, and 
there are never guarantee . 
Getting the slam for 
your elf will requi re per i tence, 
wood manship and above all, good 
fortune. It is stuff outdoor legends 
are made of. Those who attain the 
feat have gained a never-to-be-
forgotten experience. 
The cenario begin with a 
predawn vi it to the hardwood 
fore l. The spring air i damp and 
you hiver a you wait. The chilli 
oon forgotten. however. a a purple 
and crim~on sunrise ign ites the sky. 
Then, as if ac ting on an ancient 
cue, the primiti ve staccato raule of 
gobbling turkeys begins. First one, 
then two and finall y fi ve toms sound 
off - each vying to out-compete 
the other<;. You're standing in the 
midst of a turkey-rich environment, 
and you quickly weigh the 
possibilities of each. You make 
your choice and begin the hunt. 
It's one of tho~e rare morning 
when the real-li fe drama unfo ld 
just as perfectly as it does during 
one of those scripted-for-TV shows 
or turkey hunting videos. Upon 
leaving the tree, the closest gobbler 
is so enamored with your calling 
that he make an immediate beeline 
to your po ition. Within scant 
minute he has trutted to wi thin 
yard of your tree. 
By the time normal people are 
getting out bed, you· ve returned 
BUSTED 
It's a turkey hunter's worst nightmare. 
You've put in your time. You've done your 
homework. You know exactly who the big boys are 
and where they're roosting. 
Opening Day finally arrives. With careful , silent 
steps you slip into the timber well before daylight. 
Dressed in camo from head to toe, you have 
become part of the forest landscape. 
The stars eventually fade. A new dawn approaches. 
Toms beg1n to gobble and the excitement mounts. 
The first bird glides to the ground, and immediately 
responds to your call. You see him coming and get 
ready. 
Then, just as everything is going your way, you 
catch a sudden glint of movement. A second tom 
has cautiously tip-toed in from behind. You see him 
now, but it's too late. You' re busted. In the space of 
a single heartbeat you realize that all the homework 
and all the planning has just gone down the drain. 
This turkey will live to gobble another day. 
It's a turkey hunter's worst nightmare. 
- LW 
to camp, made coffee and have 
packed your turkey with ice. 
Bagging and tagging a pring 
gobbler i always accompanied 
by a profound sen e of relief. 
Standing back to admire your tom, 
the sigh says it all. The pres ure 
is off. 
The sun is well above the 
ridgetops now and you trade 
you r heavy jacket for a camo 
sweat hirt. A trout stream fl ows 
30 yards from your campsite. The 
gurgling <iound of a narro\.\ riffl e 
is irreststtble. You grab the ftyrod 
and head upstream. Al though the 
land is public, no well-defined 
paths mar the banks of thts smalL 
put-and-grow stream. 
Within 15 minutes you are 
standing at your favorite pool. On 
the third cast, there is a distinctive 
swirl where a 14-inch brown 
inhales your offering. The fi sh is 
firm and colorful. He's the first of 
the season, and you carefully place 
him in the creel. 
Farther up. tream a second 
brown fa lls for the ruse. After 
landing the hsh,) ou brie fl y admire 
its perfection before return ing it to 
the stream. At the nex t pool, you 
hook one and miss one. 
At 1 I o ·clock you stop for 
lunch - a streamside picnic 
of ham and Swiss on rye, an 
apple and the last three cookies 
from home. As you relax, a 
ruffed grouse vigorously drums 
from somewhere along the sun-
drenched ridge behind you. 
Turning your ga; e to the south-
facmg slope, you thmk, "Why 
not?" 
Putting the empty andwich 
bag in your pants' pocket you begin 
your accent. It takes awhile and 
you finally arrive at what you' re 
looking for. Standing next to an 
abandoned logging road are a pair 
of dead elms. Their lipping bark 
is half gone. It' s a text book spot, 
but look as you may, there is not a 
single wild mushroom to be found. 
Looking around , you quickly spot 
more elm<; farther down the ridge. 
You head in that direction. 
Halfway to the elms tt happens. 
You spot a trio of morels stlentl ) 
hiding at the edge of a bed of Ma} 
apples. Tawny, sl ick and fresh the} 
are specimens to admire. There's 
no way to determme why they 
chose to emerge here, but you are 
more than happy to collect them. 
As you pl ace the three 
delicacies into the bag, the thought 
suddenly hits you. You've j ust 
completed your fi rst ever Iowa 
Grand Slam! 
Hours later, you celebrate the 
event by hm ing fresh trout and 
mu hrooms for supper. After 
that you pend the next couple of 
hour taring into the campfire as 
the tark brilliance of a white-hot 
moon rises above the treeline. The 
trout stream and a nearby whip-
poor-will set the scene to music. 
You may forget a lot of things 
in the days ahead , but tonight you 
realize that 20 years from now 
you' ll still be able to recount all 
the details of this spring day with 
ab clute clarity. Above all, you 
know that once is never enough. 
Until the hour glass expires, you' ll 
return again and again . 
It was chilly and till pitch dark. 
There \N as no moon a I entered the 
woodland and a million white hot 
star twinkled overhead. 
Two hours had pas ed ince 
then. It was just past unri e and a 
fired up trio of gobbler was rattling 
the timber le. s than 100 yard<; 
di tant. They'd been carrying on 
over there si nce the fir t blu h of 
daylight. And although I hadn ' t 
actually sighted any birds, the 
intetmittent, agitated commotion 
of yelping hens told me the toms 
were gaining the attention their egos 
de ired. 
Although I didn't really 
expect to lure any of those 
woodland monarchs from their 
growing harem, I continued my 
poradic call in g. 1 f nothing el e. 
I ju t wanted to remind the birds 
I was still there. As the talemate 
continued, the gobbling became less 
frequent and then ceased altogether. 
Thirty minutes later, I wa 
• 
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Article and photos by Lowell Washburn 
beginning to ·wonder 
1f the whole fl ock had 
moved farther down 
the ridgetop. lf so, my 
chance were doomed, 
at lea t for now. 
As I pondered 
m) next cour ·e of 
action. a br1ef na\h 
of movement caught 
my eye. It was a lone 
hen, and she was com ing from the 
direction where the toms had la t 
ounded off. he w a\n · t feeding 
her way through the timber the wa) 
turkey often do, but wa\ rather 
making a more or less direct path 
through the maze of goo eberry 
and oak trunks that surrounded 
my portable. pop-up blind. It wa 
obviou this bird had a specific 
de tination in mind . My gues 
was she wa headed to make 
a contribution to her partially 
completed clutch or eggs. 
The hen pas\ed and was soon 
unt 
eter 
gone from view. Ten minutes 
laLer, I glimpsed another hen. 
By contra t, thi bird seemed 
in no hurry a he nonchalant!) 
meandered her way through the 
timber, vigorously scratching and 
picking as she went. The best news 
was thi hen had all three gobbler 
firmly in tow. A the bird\ moved 
more or le s in my direction, I 
sounded a oft greeting. The hen 
jerk.ed to attention, yelped back. and 
then began to immed iate ly march 
toward my location. The three 
magnificent toms instantly joined 
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Author/photog-
rapher, Lowell 
Washburn, proudly 
displays his archery-
taken tom. 
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the parade. The gobbler remained 
si lent but had soon advanced to 
where I could clearly hear the harsh 
~crape of their dragging wing tips. 
A nearby crow ounded off. The 
unexpected noi e wa al l it took 
to trigger an immediate gobbling 
frenzy. If I didn 't have high blood 
pressure when I got here, I sure had 
it now. 
A few econds more and the hen 
was literally standing among the 
decoy . The strutting gobblers had 
clo<;ed to around I 0 pace . 
For the majority of Iowa turkey 
enthusiasts, this hunt would have 
been over. With any load in any type 
of shotgun, it would have c;imply 
been a matter of chooc;ing the Ionge t 
beard and pulling the tngger. 
But I didn't have a shotgun. 
Instead, my quivering hand~-> held a 
bow and this hunt was far from over. 
In spite of the fact that three, puffed 
up, fully mature longbeards were 
standing just a few paces away, the 
spindly branches of two gooseberry 
bushes had eliminated all chances 
of taking the shot. For me, the toms 
might as well have been on the dark 
stde of the moon. 
But there was still hope. Each 
ttme one or more of the toms would 
drum, the effort wou ld bring the 
birds a step or two closer to the 
decoys, which was also a step or two 
closer to clearing the foliage. 
The first tom finally stepped into 
the clear as I silently brought the bow 
to full draw. By now, I was plenty 
nerved-up, but the shot looked good. 
Placing the pin on the gobbler's 
center mass, I released the string. 
Although I couldn ' t hear the 
arro\\. · s impact. the tom appeared 
to explode 111 a bur t of feather<;. 
All illusion of success qUickly 
dissolved, however, as the feathers 
settled to the ground. To my 
dismay, the turkey was 'itill on his 
feet - alive and well. 
The strutting, of course. wa 
O\er. All three tom were now 
erect, tight-feathered and nervous. 
The scene was rapidly deteriorating. 
The previous sounds of drumming 
had been replaced by anxious alarm 
putts. With jerky, quickening steps, 
the trio was beginning to make its 
departure. The hen had already 
sprinted from view. 
8 y now, I had nocked another 
arrow and regained fu ll draw. I 
must have been shaking pretty bad 
because my arrow fell off its rest 
and had to be re et. The birds had 
retreated a full 20 yards or so before 
the origi nal tom halted long enough 
to provide a brief opportunity for a 
second shot. I quickly brought the 
pin on target and loosed the arrow. 
Thi time, there was an audible 
crack a the broadhead found its 
mark. The tom lunged forward. 
thrashed its wings twice and fell 
over. The gobbler was in the bag. 
But the show wa n·r over. A 
the bird went down, the surviving 
toms turned and came running 
back to investigate. Sen ing a 
distinct opportunity for dominance. 
one of the gobblers delivered an 
authoritati\e foot tomp to its fallen 
comrade. The third tom rec;ponded 
by attacking the attacker. The birds 
span·ed a time or two, called a truce 
and then trotted off in the direction 
of the departed hen. 
The fallen tom turned out to 
be a fu lly mature. 24-pounder \\. ith 
long. needle-sharp spur . My fi rst 
hot had been high, neatly clipping 
a handfu l of feathers from atop the 
strutting gobbler' back. The arrow 
never even broke the skin. 
Although l' \e hunted Iowa 
turkeys for more than a quarter-
century, l didn't start pur uing them 
with bow and an·ow until recent 
years. The reasons for atlempting 
the hunt were two-fold. 
The fir t was that I enjoy 
a11 aspects of archery and ha\e 
bow-hunted Iowa deer ince the 
mid-1970, . I surmised that since 
archery deer hunting was so much 
fun, bow hunting spting gobblers 
would prO\ icle an equally good 
time. The second a umption was 
that, ince I al ready con idered the 
wild turkey to be the ultimate test 
of outdoor kill , taking one with 
a bow would provide the premier 
woodland challenge. 
It became immediately apparent 
that both assumptions were correct. 
Bow hunting turkey~ wa indeed 
fun. It al~o provided the ultimate 
challenge - and then ome. 
I must abo admit, I had orne 
initial misconceptions. 
RANGE 
So far, the majority of the wild 
turkey r d taken had been brought to 
bag with a traditional. chokele . tde-
by- ide. mu;..deloading hotgun. The 
optimum range for the e smoothbore~ 
i around 15 yard ~. 
Since I'm very comfortable 
hooting a compound bow up to 30 
yard , I assumed switching to archery 
tackle would actually double my 
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effective range. The assumption was 
fine in theory, but not in practice. 
Archery turkey hunting take 
place at ground level and not from 
the tree tand. Therefore. the vi ual 
per pective of the entire landscape 
changes. A turkey~ approach your 
archery setup, lower story clutter 
become a major consideration. 
That handful of twigs or foliage 
that wouldn't even be noticed by a 
~hotgun hunter. uddenl) make a 
~hot at your 1 0-yard trutter out of 
the que tion. 
BLIND~ AND DECOYS 
When it comes to hunting wild 
turkeys, I don'tlike portable blinds 
and I don· t like decoy\. I do. in fact. 
hate them. When hunting wild 
turkey with a bow, however, I 
use both. Although 1 · ve heard of 
blindless archers drawing on and 
killing turkeys, the endeavor i 
simply beyond my capabilitie . 
Today'~ portable pop-up 
offer bow hunter · an ever-grov. ing 
array of styles and pnce . A ide 
from location, the most important 
aspect of using any ground blind is 
to eliminate noise and light. After 
~etting up on a gobbling tom, it 
is alway wise to clear all leave . 
sticks or other debri\ from the 
center of the blind. Banking up 
the floor perimeter with thi litter 
not only makes the hide darker, 
but also eliminates ~ound. It i not 
unu ual for turkey~ to approach 
within three or four pace of a 
ground blind. Any (.)Ou nd coming 
from within the structure' interior 
will be regarded as threatening. 
Although ca lling alone 
may bting toms into range, the 
judicious u e of decoys will help 
put a bird exactly where you want 
him. When hunting from a blind. 
I u~e a minimum of three or four 
decoy~. I think flocks. even mall 
one~. provide greater drawing 
power. Decoys that move are more 
convinci ng than those that don't. 
TIME OF DAY 
When etting up on daybreak 
gobblers, don't be (.) U rpri ~ed if you 
ha\e bird trotting in front of your 
et when, though legal ~hooting time 
has arrived, it ' till too dark to sight 
a bow. I've had thi happen several 
times, and it's one more frustration 
that shotgun hunters don't contend 
wi th. 
One of the most producti' e 
tunes to bow hunt for turkey 
occurs during mid- to late morning 
after hens have left the toms. Ideal 
locations include field or pasture 
edge . Tom routinely crui~e the e 
area~ in search of hen ~. Decoy are 
highly vi ible in these situation . 
and any bird that approach the e 
opening are ure to see your set. 
BROAD HEADS 
Once in range, turkey can 
be effectively taken with either 
trad1t10na1. fixed-blade broadhead 
or v.- ith mechanical broad head . 
Both tip can be fired through the net 
screen that cover the shooting port 
of most blinds. 
Although I love the ~port. r m 
far from what you'd call an archery 
purist. I till hunt turkey v.. ith 
a muuleloader and also enJOY 
conventional shotguns. But bow 
hunting continues to become an 
increa ingly important part of my 
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. I'm 
spnng ea on. During fall and 
winter turkey hunts, l use a bow 
exclusively. 
Regardless of the circumstance, 
my turkey hunt are never more 
exciting than when I'm carrying a 
bow. Because of range re trictions 
and a host of other handicaps, bow 
hunting provides the turkey hunter 
with unique opportunities for 
prolonged, clo e-range observation 
of turkey behavior. 
Attempting to bag an eastern 
wild turkey with bow and atTOw 
is simply the most challenging, 
rewarding, exhilarating and 
frustrating hunt you' ll ever attempt. 
If you enjoy archery deer hunting 
but haven't yet drawn your bow on 
a spring gobbler. perhaps this is the 
year to give jt a try. I guarantee that 
it will peg the needle on your turkey 
hunting thrill-o-meter. 
For Action by KevinBa kin 
Iowa's Wildlife Action Plan sets a 25-year course 
for creating, improving and preserving habitats 
necessary for healthy wildlife populations. 
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The message was simple, straight-
to-the-point and ultimately effective: 
''It 's the economy, stupid.'' 
Political con ultantJames Carville 
u ed that minimalistic message in 199~ 
to keep a then, relatively obc;cure 
candidate by the name ofBil I Clinton 
focused on the big picture in a 
successful presidential campaign. 
Sub titute the word "economy'' 
with "habitat" and Iowa' c; recently 
completed Wildlife Action Plan v. ould 
be <-.ummarized as succinctl} a 
Clinton· s 1992 campaign mantra. 
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Securing a Future for Fish and 
Wildlife: a Conservation LegacJ' j01 J, 'lJtior 
l oii'W15 is the first attempt ever to 'In the 
evaluate the statu ofl ov. a· s wildlife ~torn 
specie and their habitats. It examine< dtffe~ 
\tre<.,ses on wild creature·, as well as .illintel 
their habitats, and lays out visions and nllunl 
strategies to conserve wild I i fe over th{ es ~w 
next 25 years. oecifi( 
The plan, repre cnti ng more than ~~the 
I 00 people and two years of effort, 1.de 
identifie 999 pecies ofb1rds. 
mammal Jish,reptiles,amphibian , 
mus ·el (fre hwaterclams), land na1l 
butterflies, dragonflies and damselflies 
of which one-third arc a concern due 1 
population declines. The recent plan i · 
the fir t comprehen i \ e effort to 
im en tory Iowa· \\ ildlife and the 
natural re ource needed to ·u rain 
them since a similar project wa 
undertaken in 1933. The 1933 plan 
cast a chilling a e . ment of the 
effect the fi r t century of European 
\ettlement wa ha\ ing on Iov. a· s 
natural re ource and wi ldl ife 
community (see tor) on page 45 ). 
It ha been said that Iowa' c; 
landscape has been altered more by 
humanity than any other . tate and 
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ultimately, as the plan recognizes, the 
perpetuation of those species come 
down to having adequate habitat 
avai lable to thtive. Only 4 percent of the 
original wetland and one-tenth of I 
percent of the native gras es are left. 
Surface waters have been degraded by 
exces i ve siltation, nutrient and exotic 
..,pec1es. 
"We're better equipped now to 
know where we need to go because we 
have a histolical perspective dating back 
\ to the time we were shooting the Ia t 
f buffalo," said K en Herring, division 
administrator for the Con ervation and 
RecreationDivi ion of the DNR. 
" In the pa t, we've not fully 
understood the en tire ecosystem and 
~0\\1 different plant and animal pecies 
are all interconnected. Even today, we 
:rre still unlocking secrets on individual 
')pecie such a which plants are needed 
for specific butterflies," Herring said. 
As the proce of developing a 
\tatewide wildlife plan unfolded, it did 
10t take long for those involved to arrive 
lt the conclusion of habitat development 
1nd preservation being the key. 
"As we started looking at the 
·esearch and pecies we have that are 
>f concern, it became evident that the 
nerridingproblem wa a lack of 
1aiJ1tat," said Terry Little, wildl ife 
·esearch supervisor for the DNR. 
Only about2.8 percent oflowa 's 
and 1s in state or federal owner hip, 
1ccording to statistics from the National 
Wi lderness Institute, ranking it 47th 
tmong the 50 states . 
Improving habitat in a state with 
11gh private land ownership becomes 
xoblematic, but is something the plan 
akes into account. A key statement in 
he plan acknowledges that Iowa wi II 
"remain one of the world 's 
great agricultural 
regions ... " and seeks 
solution within that 
context, said Doug Harr. 
wildlifediversity 
coordinator for the DNR. 
Harr aid the goal of 
doubling the amount of 
protected wi ldlife habitat in 
the next 25 years does not 
rely solely on pub I ic land 
acquisition. 
"A big part of this plan 
is the inclusion of 
: . .. - :" :,... .. - . 
: :~o:w.~~s ,WJl41J(e~Action Plan 
What is it: The Iowa Wildlife Action Plan is designed to Improve wildlife 
habitat in Iowa over the next 25 years. 
Why habitat: Hab1tat includes essential food, water, shelter and space In a 
suitable arrangement for wildlife to survive. Much of Iowa's wildlife habitat is 
gone or severely degraded and this has the largest impact on what species 
can surv1ve here. 
Why is it important: The plan sets up a process to inventory and monitor 
wildlife species in Iowa as well as create strategies to Improve wildlife 
habitat 1n the state. The plan is also required to receive federal money 
through the State Wildlife Grants (SWG) program. The Iowa DNA has been 
allocated more than $3 million from the SWG program since 2001 , with 
funds used to enhance its Wildlife Diversity Program through increased 
research, habitat protection and management for "species of greatest 
conservation need." Iowa must match the SWG income dollar-for-dollar w1th 
non-federal funds. 
Key components: 1. Inventorying and monitoring of 999 species of birds, 
mammals, fish , reptiles, amphibians, mussels (freshwater clams) , land 
snails, butterflies, dragonflies and damselflies. 
2. Habitat creation and improvement with an overall goal of doubling wildl1fe 
habitat in Iowa on both public and private lands. 
3. Addressing the existing stresses on native wildlife caused by invasive 
species. 
The plan on-line: This summer, the entire plan will be available at http:// 
www .iowadnr.com/wildlife/files/IAcomprehensive_plan.html Also this 
summer, a synopsis of the plan will be published for the general public. 
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protecting habitat with private 
landowner\ through the u e of 
con ervation easements and other 
~imilaragrcements," ~aid Harr. 
A watershed approach i s 
incorporated into the plan, which also 
inc lude aquatic pecie uch as fi h , 
mus 'el s, amphibian. , reptiles and 
aquatic in cc ts. 
··Habitat and land use are key 
components to water quality. This plan 
include water heel protection and 
takes into account everything that 
Iowans use water for," Harr said . 
The plan i intended to encompa 
a broad pectrum of people in the tate. 
" This really i s a plan for all of u 
here in Iowa, not j ust the DNR. l t' s 
intended o everyone who has ever 
partnered or wanted to partner with 
wildlife can do o," . a1d Harr. 
The plan is al o de igned to be a 
"liv ing document" that i continually 
evolving and changing as it progre .. e , 
said Harr. 
Both Han· and Little ~ay the plan 
lays out reali tic goals for Iowa on 
everything from increa ing habitat and 
decreasing inva ' ive pecies to 
encouraging more Iowans to recreate 
in the outdoor . It al o rake into 
con icleration modem ocial 
acceptances to w ildlife. 
·'I think we all realize that orne 
native pecies such as elk and bi on, 
mount~in lion and bear are no l onger 
compatible to today' ociety in Iowa. 
The ground beneath us would have to 
change a great deal before we would 
see those pecie~ returning to our wild 
land cape and being accepted," aid 
Little. 
Ninety-two individuals, representing 59 organizations, businesses and 
agencies, actively assisted with plan development and review. Additional 
comments were received prior to completion of a final draft. Some 
comments made by reviewers can be found on the following pages. 
Jessica Skibbe, ISU graduate 
student, North Liberty 
Skibbe's 
pnmary 
interest is 
butterflies, but 
she describes 
herself more 
as an ecologist 
that works with 
insects rather 
than an 
, 
entomologist, and thus believes that 
the plan does put the proper 
emphasis on improving habitat. 
Skibbe said while her opinions 
were heard, she isn't sure they were 
taken very seriously. 
"I th1nk others looked at me as 
a student, so I don't know how 
seriously they took my input," she 
said. 
"The plan comes up w1th more 
or less concrete goals and 
objectives, which I think is 
important. I think it was important 
that the plan set far-reaching goals. 
I was impressed that, as a whole, 
the group that worked on the plan is 
optimistic about the future ," she 
said. 
"Thirty years from now, I want 
to be able to say to my children, 
'Look at what we've accomplished,' 
and be able to point to this plan," 
she said. 
Plan Review 
Rick Robinson, Iowa Farm 
Bureau 
"Iowa 
farmers are 
very proud of 
the progress 
that's been 
made in Iowa 
the last 20 
years 1n 
terms of 
providing 
habitat to 
game and nongame species. 
Voluntary federal farm 
programs have had a lot to do w1th 
this progress. 
State voluntary efforts, such 
as soil and water conservation 
cost-share programs that protect 
water quality, have also been 
positive for fish and game. 
Clearly, Iowa farmers want to do 
more. There's more demand for 
these voluntary program dollars 
today by farmers than there are 
funds available to do the work. In 
the meantime, they'll continue to 
do these things w1th their own 
resources. 
''The draft Iowa Wildlife Action 
Plan is under rev1ew by Farm 
Bureau. It appears to recognize 
the need to balance viable wildlife 
populations and hab1tat with 
human social tolerance. While 
this draft plan is a step in the right 
direction , more detail will be 
needed to determine how this can 
effectively be done in a voluntary 
fashion that allows Iowans to 
protect their families and property 
from predators without permission 
of conservation off1cers. We 
welcome the dialogue." 
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From Sanctuaries to 
Sustainability 
Some of the conclu ions made by 
the Iowa Conservation Plan of 1933 
were as bleak as the drought-stricken, 
dustbowl condition of the time. In 
fact, the pre parers of that report threw 
in the towel on a few species. 
"The game survey has 
determined that the following native 
wild animals and birds will not 
again be sufficientf.v abundant to 
penni! hunting them: deer, wild 
turkey, sharp tail grouse, ruffed 
grouse and prairie chicken, " 
according to the 1933 plan. 
The plan went on to propose that 
sanctuaries be established in Iowa to 
preserve a few of tho e animals within 
the state. 
"When you think back to when 
that 1933 report was done, conditions 
were about as bad as they could get. 
The people who worked on that plan 
were looking at the bottom of the 
barrel in terms of conservation," said 
Terry Little, supervisor of wildlife 
research for the DNR. 
The 1933 report refl ects an era 
when Iowa's natural resources had 
been almost entirely converted to 
agricultural use, still mostly 
dependant on horses. 
Little said the conservation 
pratfalls of a horse-dominated 
agriculture were driven home to him 
during an early research project 
involving pheasant populations in 
Plan Review 
Kathleen Ziemer, Butterfliz of 
Iowa, Norwalk 
Ziemer, who said her biggest 
environmental concern is water 
quality, 
said 
the 
wildlife 
plan is 
a 
good 
start. 
"I don't know that a lot of 
people understand what th1s plan 
is and why it is important," she 
said. 
Z1emer said she is happy 
that the plan recognizes there is 
more to wildl1fe than just game 
and that the nongame species 
need to be recognized as well. 
"My ma1n concern is butterfly 
habitat and what we do that 
saves or restores it. A lot of what 
I do is for the benefit of 
butterflies, insects and other 
small animals. We need to 
recognize that anything we do to 
the ground has a bigger effect on 
the environment around us. 
Everyone wants a beautiful lawn 
and that's wonderful , but it has 
an impact. Anything the state 
can do to make people more 
aware of the environment is a 
plus," said Ziemer. 
And Ziemer said butterflies 
are an important environmental 
indicator for many people. 
"Butterflies are the prima 
donna of the insect world. When 
their numbers go down, people 
will notice," she said. 
Private lands play a key role in providing the habitat necessary to perpetuate Iowa's wildlife species. The 1938 
(left) and 2002 photos illustrate the potential proper land-use has on creating wildlife habitat on private lands. 
The 1938 photo shows severe erosion with no protection to the creek. As contrast, the 2002 photo of the same 
area shows field terraces and a riparian (wooded) buffer strip along the creek. 
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Amish country. The prevailing theory 
that pheasants wou ld thrive there, in a 
le - intense, less-mechanized 
agticultural societ) did not hold true. 
"What\\ e found i s that there 
were actual!) less phea ant becau\c 
the horses gra1ed mo t of the cover 
down to nothing. I would imagine that 
imilarconditions exi ted when the 
1933 plan was done.'' Little said. 
Roll the clock forward orne 70 
year and the 1110\t recent!) 
completed fo'v\ a WildliFe Action Plan 
take a more optimistic view of 
improvingwildlifcandcon ervation in 
Iowa. 
Since that time. Iowa ha taken 
dramatic turns 111 specie uch as 
deer.\\ ild turke). ri\erotter . Canada 
gee e. trumpeter \Wan and birds of 
prey uch as peregrine falcons and 
bald eagle . l n fact, some of the 
progres ha been so dramatic that 
where the 1933 plan propo ed zoo-
like anctuaries to pre erve orne 
pecie like deer and wild turk e). the 
currentwi ldlifeplan include ca\eah 
such a " ocially acceptable wildlife 
environments within a landscape 
domjnated by agricu lture." 
In addition to orne of the 
con ervat ion program that later 
followed to imprO\ e wildlife habitat. 
Little aid the author of the 1933 
plan likely foresaw profe ional 
biologists being employed by the state 
to improve wildlife. 
Many of the biologi ts 
in trumental with re toration of the. e 
pecie are sti ll with the D R and 
remember some of the tribulations of 
getting the animalsree tabli hed. 
They'vealso been surpri ed by the 
succe ·sand hav ing to adj u t to it as 
46 luv..a (un'-C'r" llllllll\1 • \ 1Jich/Apnl :!006 
Waterfowl biologist Guy Zenner bands a Canada goose in the early days 
of Iowa's goose restoration program. 
the pecies have gone from being "a 
thn 11 just to catch a glt mpse of' to 
daily complaints of there being too 
many. 
Little, who was heavily invol ved 
with the reestablishment of wild 
turkey , remembers the w i Idly 
optimi tic projections that omeday, 
turkey hunting opportumtie could be 
provided to as many as 3.000 people 
with a harve t of 1,500. La t year 
alone, nearly 60,000 hunter 
Plan Review 
James Dinsmore, professor 
emeritus at Iowa State University 
and author of A Country So Full Of 
Game 
Dinsmore said the plan did a 
good job of bringing together the 
experts 
necessary to 
do a 
comprehensive 
inventory of the 
wildlife species 
in Iowa. 
"I think the 
plan rightfully 
moves beyond 
the individual w1ldlife species and 
focuses on hab1tats and the various 
habitat needs of wildlife in Iowa," said 
Dinsmore. 
The potential weaknesses of the 
plan may fall outside the scope of 
biologists responsible for creation and 
implementation of 1t, sa1d Dinsmore. 
"Given the long-term decline we 
have seen in huntmg and fish1ng 
participation, I have questions about 
how realistic the goal is of 
increasing outdoor recreation 
participation over the next 25 years. 
han e ted approximately 25.000 birds. 
"The early thinkmg 'v\ as that we 
needed at lea t 40,000 acres of 
contiguous fore t for turkeys to 
survive,"Little aid. 
But an early experiment in a 
much smaller forest stand near 
orthwood proved the birds could 
thriveinamuch mallerfore ted 
habitat. 
"After Northwood, the argument 
became if they cou lei survive there, 
Even 1f 1t is accomplished, a lot of 
1t would come from non-
consumptive part1c1pat1on who, 
h1stoncally, have not been as 
willing to empty their wallets as 
readily as a sportsman does who 
th1nks nothing of droppmg a 
hundred dollars at a Ducks 
Unlimited banquet," Dinsmore said. 
Dmsmore said the ultimate 
success of the plan will also require 
political support to provide the 
funding needed to meet the goals. 
"I remain to be convinced that it 
w1ll happen ," said Dinsmore of 
getting the political support. 
But overall, D111smore sa1d the 
plan 1s successful m tak1ng stock 
of the wildlife currently existing in 
Iowa and developing a list of the 
critical habitats needing to be 
developed and preserved. 
"I like the fact that 1n this plan , 
that a broader, holistiC approach 
was taken where non-hunted 
species came to the forefront. Th1s 
plan puts as much emphasis on 
minnows as it does walleyes and 
on sparrows as it does turkeys," 
Dinsmore said. 
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Plan Review 
Ric Zarwell , Audubon Society 
Zarwell 
said the 
process was 
Important to 
ensure 
cont1nued 
federal funding 
for nongame 
species in 
Iowa. 
"It was a good process in that 
1t brought in a good cross-section 
of nongame wildlife groups. I'm 
hoping it is seen that way in 
Washington D.C. as well," he said. 
Zarwell said the emphasis the 
plan puts on increasing habitat in 
the state is the correct one. 
"We are seeing a widespread, 
rap1d decline in the vanety of birds 
we have here and it all comes 
down to habitat," Zarwell said. 
they could urvive pretty 
much anywhere and that's 
when we tarted looking 
at all the ri ver valleys," 
Little~aid. 
Ron Andrews tarted 
out as a pes imist when 
ri ver otters were fir t 
reintroduced. Associating 
the acrobatic animal with 
" Rocky M ountain-clear 
water, teeming with 
trout." the choice to first 
put them tn the muddy 
\vaters above Red Rock 
Resenoi1 made the 
biologist doubtful. 
mce that lime m the 
late 1980~, otlers have 
~pread to every county in 
the , tate, even to the point 
of generating an 
occasional complaint from 
landowners about cleaning out ponds 
offish. 
Likewise, the early perception on 
trumpeter swans was that the 
species needed large, expansive 
wetland complexes to thri\ e, casting 
a dash of pessimi~m to the early 
restoration efforts, said Andrews. 
"We now have trumpeters on 
very small, duckweed-choked ci ty 
lagoon ~. Thank goodnes~ the~e birds 
have figured out a way to make our 
effo11s successfu I," sa id Andrews. 
The early goal on Canada geese 
was to establish a relatively small 
breeding popu lation in the northern 
part of the state, according to DNR 
waterfowl biologist Guy Zenner. 
What biologists like Zenner 
learned from Canada geese is that 
some speciel) are highly adaptable to 
changing habitats a witnessed by the 
number of complaints received each 
year in urban areas about 
overabundant geese. 
" We never thought the geese 
would be that adaptable and we never 
thought we'd ee as much 
reproduction in this state as we 
have," said Zenner. 
For Zenner, this success has 
changed his role from having gee~e 
trucked all over the state to 
ree tablished populations, to having 
them trucked out or areas where they 
are perceived to be a problem. 
Dave DeGues, Iowa Nature 
Conservancy 
"The plan 
does an 
excellent job 
of 
summarizing 
what animals 
are out there 
and which are 
in need of 
assistance. It 
-KB 
involved a wide array of groups. 
It's the first time all of the wildlife 
species have been discussed like 
this," DeGues said. 
DeGues said he understands it 
is a wildlife plan , but would have 
still liked to have seen plant 
communities addressed. 
The plan also has lofty goals, 
he said. 
"I think it's better to shoot high 
than it is to shoot low. This plan is 
going to take a lot of follow up," 
DeGues said. 
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For years I had heard lucky-
or lying-mushroom hunter tell 
srorie of finding the ··mother lode." 
But not unti I the pring of2003 did I 
ever believe any of them were true. 
That was the year even I - an avid 
mushroom hunter but unti I then a 
mostly unsuccessful one-found 
enough mushrooms to not only 
satisfy my fungi fancy but those of 
my family, friends, neighbor and 
e\ en enemies. 
For the first time in my 
mu hroom hunting career, I had 
more than r could eat and more than 
I could give away. For day I lived 
on the morel reci pe staple-
mushroom dippedineggwa hand 
cracker crumb and fried in butter. 
After eating my way through everal 
More On Morels 
Lois Tiffany is a wealth of 
information when it comes to 
morels and mushroom hunting in 
general. 
She should be. Tiffany and 
George Knaphus, botany 
professors at Iowa State 
University, and Don Hu ffman, a 
biology professor at Central 
Col1ege in Pella, conducted a 10-
year study ( 1984- 1993) on the 
ecology and distribution of 
morels in Iowa. In a recent 
interview, she offered a few tips 
all 'shroomers should heed. 
Pack out your prize in mesh 
bags to hasten the removal of dirt 
and bugs and prevent the 
mushroom from drawing moisture. 
Fresh morels should be stored in a 
paper sack; avoid all plastics. 
Make sure each specimen you 
pounds of mu~hrooms and an 
equal amount of butter, I was 
ready for omethingel e. 
Pizza . omelettes and pa~ta 
were all dressed up with the 
delicate fungi and I even 
experimented with the more 
extravagant, like morels stuffed 
with pinach, pine nuts and 
other ingredients I can' t even 
pronounce. Yet near the end of 
the season, my refrigerator fruit 
and vegetable drawer~ were 
till brimming with mushrooms. 
Not a bad problem to have. but 
given thetrrelattvelyshort-shelf ~ 
life. I had to do \Omething. 
Long-term storage of morel 
mu hroom<; had never been an 
is ue for me, but in this one 
eat is identified. Don't cat too many 
at one time. Remove any brown or 
dried spots, making sure to give it a 
good margin of cut around the spot. 
When in doubt, throw it out. 
When picki ng, pinch or cut the 
mushroom off at the base. While 
some claim doing so leaves "seed" 
for later, the real rea\on is it keeps 
excess dirt from tainting your find . 
Morels <;hou ld be eaten or 
preserved within three to four days 
If Lady Luck smiles, and you find 
yourself with more morels than you can 
eat, there are ways to preserve your 
bounty well past the season. 
after picking. Young, smaller 
morels have a longer shelf-li fe 
than older, larger ones. 
As for secrets to finding them, 
well , her advice is a little less 
direct. Although she admits there 
is some relationship between 
morels and dead elm trees, it's a 
misleading one at be t. 
"I never argue with anyone 
who says they have a good site. If 
it works for them, that's great." 
magical . cason, I wa faced with 
that orthc unthmkable-throwing 
them awa;. GJ\ en my inabilit; to let 
such a prec1ous resource go to 
wa<.,te, I wa<., afforded the luxury of 
trying different pre ervation 
method~. 
the most 
\er alilc. 
Properly dned 
and ">lorcd 
morel<., wi ll 
last for year\. 
They can be 
rehydrated 
and used just 
like a frc~h 
morel, 
although the 
tc\.turc and 
.c 
-:::: 
E 
:/) 
,. 
., 
v 
There arc several ways to 
preserve morels, but by far the most 
popular are drying, freezing and 
canni ng. All have their pros and 
con ~. and all have their different 
u~C">. Prc~erved morel will never 
lival fre h-picked, but if done right, 
you\\ 1 II be able to enjoy) our bounty 
a<., long a ) our ta hhold out. 
tlavor won't 
qu1te <.,land up 
to fresh. 
Although plastic containers aren't advised for storing 
fresh morels, airtight containers are preferred for 
storing frozen morels. 
DRYING 
Drying. I found, i the be t 
method bccau e it i quick, easy and 
the leaslli me-con uming. It' al o 
Dried morel">. cru<;hed into a du t, 
abo <.,e n c \\·ell a~ a <.,easoning or 
\Oup ~tock ba\c. 
Commcrc1al food dehydrator 
work well, but make sure you get a 
The Ditty On Dehydrating 
Whilcanyonewho ha dried 
morel~ before will have their own 
take and tip on the proces , their 
are a few general guideline mo t 
wil l agree on. 
Mu~hroom . earmarked for 
drying shou ld not be washed. If dried 
out\idc, they shouldn · t be left out 
overnight because of dew. or when 
there is a threat of rain. 
Ifu ing a 
commercial 
dehydrator. 
dry in the 
garage or 
basement. 
The drying 
proce can 
produce 
matter that 
can cau e 
~ eye and no e 
J" • • • 
, .... untanon. 
Drying is one of the best way to preserve excess 
morels, offering the easiest and most versatile way 
to enjoy spring's offering well past the season. 
"- C migraines and 
other 
maladie . 
50 lema Cnn'C<'Jloon"l • 1\.larrh/Aprol 200f> 
good one. De h) drator<; that do not 
circulate air top to bottom or do not 
ha\ e heat ~ettmg~ sometime leave 
the spcci men.., on the bottom racks 
dark and bnttlc, while tho eon the 
Some dehydrators don't dry 
evenly, so rotate trays and reaiTange 
mushrooms to get the best results. 
Morels can be dried Vv hole. but if 
commercial dehydrator tray pacing 
doe<.,n ' t allo'vV that. the mushroom 
ma; have to be ">ph t lengthwi e and 
dried. 
Earliergra; oryellov. morel df) 
best due to their ... mailer size. 
Store dried morels in an airtight 
container. 
Dried morcb should be crisp, but 
not "burned." If you notice the stems 
turning a dark color, the setting are 
too hot. 
Dried morels should be 
rehydrated in water or white wine 
for at lea t a couple hour">. But don't 
throv. the liquid "stock" aVva}: it's 
great as a ba<.,e for soup . steVv or 
gra\ leS. 
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top rack are under-dried. 
Air-drying i al o an option, 
but is dependant on weather. Air-
drying req uire eight to 10 hours of 
dry. sunny condi tions, preferably 
with a little breeze. To ai r-dry, 
place whole morels on nonmetallic 
screens and place in the sun early 
in the morn ing. Morels can also be 
dried by stringi ng them whole with 
needle and thread and hanging 
them in a dry, airy location . 
I FREEZING 
Freezing i another method that 
can produce palatable results well 
into summer, if you are lucky enough 
to have that many. Some people 
freeze morels raw, but I have seen 
the end-re ult and it is not my 
prefen·ed choice. If you decide to 
freeze, it's best to cook them first. 
Some preferto partially cook 
mushrooms in butler, "sweat" them 
as the cu i inary geniuses say, before 
freezing. That works well if you plan 
to use them in soups, omelettes or as 
a compliment to steak, chicken or 
chops. A few minutes in a pan is all 
It take to fin ish them off. 
I prefer to lightly coat them with 
flour. or egg and cracker crumbs, 
brown them and freeLe. Again, they 
are not as good as fresh, but they 
\vork in a pi nch when a little taste of 
spring is needed. Freeze the 
mushrooms individually on a cookie 
<;heet before bagging so you don't 
end up with a sticky, lumpy mess. 
CANNING 
Admittedly, I can ' tcomment on 
thequalityofcanned morels 
because. well , I never canned them. 
But I know people who have, and 
they extol the virtues of the end 
product. According to a submittal 
from "Courtesy of Cindy" on 'The 
Great Morel Site," a website 
dedicated to all thmgs morel, the 
process involves steriliLing a wide 
mouth pint jar and adding a rea spoon 
of canning salt. Next, ri ll jars wi th 
morels, add room temperature 
distilled water, and pre sure cook for 
30 minutes atl 0 pounds pressure. 
Again. thecanmng water should be 
reserved for other uses. 
Morels, l1 ke Three Mile Lake' 
crappies, Clear Lake' s yellow bass 
or Rathbun· s walleyes, are 
delicacies best served fresh. But if 
you ever find your elf stuck with the 
mother lode, don' t be afraid to save 
some for later. 
Alan Foster is the managing editor 
of the Iowa Consen•ationist and a 
self-admitted more! JIO\'ice. 
Anyway Is The Right Way 
While there may be some 
argument over butter versus 
margarine, or oi I versus grease, 
most mushroom hunters wi ll agree 
there is no wrong way to cook a 
morel. 
Granted, there arc some morel 
snobs who believe, to cover up the 
rich tasteoflowa's favorite fungi 
is sacrilege, the truth is, the meaty 
morel serves well in any role - as 
an appetizer, side db h, mgredient or 
even a main di sh. for breakfast, 
lunch or supper. 
Pan-frying is hand~-do'N n the 
most popular method of cooking 
morel . The cuI i nary j ury is split 
E 
"' .&> 
.c 
While the : 
.... 
most popular " 
" method of .§ 
preparing morels 
is fried in butter, 
in reality, there is 
no wrong way 
to cook a 
morel mushroom. 
only on a few minor issues, like 
cracker- or flour-coated versus 
uncoated, and butter versus oil. But 
in any form, pan-fried morels arc 
perfect compliments to any dish. 
But when the refri gerator 
overfloweth, and your butter-fried 
tolerance is at its max, don' t be 
afraid to substitute moreb 111 any 
dish that calls for the more 
common button, portobello or any 
othercultivated mushroom. 
Whether it' omelettes, pizzas, 
pasta sauces or casseroles. the 
indescribable flavor ofiowa' s most 
sought-after ' hroom adds richnes 
to any meal. 
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Depending on the time of year, 
campsites may be reserved for as 
little as one night or as many as 14 
consecutive nights. 
Campsites may be reserved as early 
as 3 months in advance. 
Online reservations can be made 24 
hours a day 7 days a week. 
Phone reservations are accepted: 
Feb. 1 - Sept. 30 
Monday- Friday. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., 
Weekends. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m .. (CST) 
Oct. l - Jan. 31 
7 days a week, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
(CST) 
Each campsite has a photo and de-
tailed description on the web site. 
Each campground has a map includ-
ing which sites are reservablc, and a 
layout of the campground facilities. 
Online reservations may be paid for 
by credit/debit card only. Phone-
in reservations must be paid for 
by credit/debit card, check, money 
order or camping coupons. 
An equal number and type of 
campsites will be available using 
the traditional method of first come, 
first served. 
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unteer Volunteers help preserve ''Iowa's oceans'' 
by Michael Dhar consists of20 to 30 individual events perfect match for her scouts, 
occun·i ng aero s the state in March, O'Donnell aid. 
Hundred of years ago, April and May. Volunteers come to "This event embodied a lot of 
"ocean "covered Iowa. Today, state parks, patches of pri vate land 
though only a small fragment and other plots of remnant or 
remains, people who know where to recovered prairie to help remove 
look can still dip a toe into those invasive woody species- that is, 
mostly vanished seas. trees. Panicipants cut, saw. 
In fact, everal hundred Iowans 
do much more than that every 
spring. Thanks to the annual 
Statewide Prairie Re cue, many 
volunteer actually dive right in and 
help save those bits of"ocean." 
This all happens in prairie 
grasslands, often described as the 
Midwest's "seas." At one time, they ... 
,., 
blanketed the state in a sweeping 6 
-.:; 
expanse of grasses and flowers. -5 
When the firsr western settlers :E 
aiTived, this area supported an 
incredibly di verse ecosystem, one 
stretching for thousands of miles and 
rejuvenated by enormous fires. 
Today, less than one-tenth of 1 
percent oflowa' s prairies remain, 
though they once covered 80 
percent of the state. Since 200 1, 
however, the Statewide Prairie 
Rescue has given the public 
firsthand experience of that small 
remnant. 
"We want people to understand 
Iowa's prairies," said Cathy 
Engstrom, communications director 
for the Iowa Natural Heritage 
Foundation, one of the program' 
sponsors. "We want them to know 
what ani mportant ecosystem it is, 
and how beautiful it is." 
Statewide Prairie Rescue 
chemically treat and sometimes bum 
invaders that crowd native grasses. 
In a natural ecosystem, 
Engstrom c;;aid, prairies would 
combat such wood) plants on their 
own. A genuine grassland, one that 
stretched formtle<-., would welcome 
periodic cleansing fire<-., which 
de~ troy trees and at the same time 
crack open prairie grass seeds so 
they can germinate. 
By taking on the role of those 
long-ago fires, volunteers reconnect 
with Iowa's natural heritage, 
Engstrom said . They also take part 
in a fun and educational outing. 
Last year. Iowa City Girl Scout 
leader Judy O'Donnel l took her 
troop of budding naturalists to a 
rescue at Breen Prairie, near 
Monticello. The activity proved a 
things we try to get our Girl Scouts 
involved in," she said. "Being 
outdoors, learning, serving and caring 
for the environment. And they had a 
really great time." 
The prairie rescue e\ents also 
produce clearly visible results, said 
Mark Edwards. trail coordinator ~ith 
the Io~a DNR. another of the event's 
sponsors. 
"In a day, the di fference that a 
group of people can make is pretty 
amazing to me." he said. 
All volunteers, by helping save 
prairie fragments, provide a service to 
future Iowans, and to the species with 
which we share the land, Engstrom 
aid. 
"One of the statements that 
moves me wao., naturalist Aldo 
Leopold comparing prairies to the 
great ancient libraries," she said. ''It 
almost makes you cry to think what 
wa lo t when those were destroyed. 
It' the same thing with prairies. They 
are libraries of DNA, species we 
could never get back." 
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NSERVATION UPDATE 
Iowa Pheasant License 
Plate Ranked Fifth Best 
In North America 
Iowa' new specialty licen. e 
plate featuring a pheasant placed 
fifth in voting for the 2005 Best 
Licen 'e Plate award, according to 
the Automobile Licen e Plate 
Collector A ociation (ALPCA). 
The annual conte t cover the 
U.S. and Canada. 
De igned by Cedar Raptds 
arti t Greg Bordignon, the plate 
was one of two new natural 
re ource money-rai ing plate , 
prompted by the Iowa DNR, thaL 
became available la t fall. It 
features a rooster phea ant 
springing into fl ight with a ghosted 
farm cape background. The other 
new plate is an eagle taking flight 
over a gho ted image of the 
Mi is ippi River. 
Both plates join the 1 0-year-
old goldfinch and wild ro e plate 
in generating revenue for Iowa· s 
Re ource Enhancement and 
Protection (REAP) program. 
REAP provides funding for city, 
county and state parks and 
Greg Bordignon 
con">ervation area . oil and water 
quality, historical preservation and 
con ervation education. A year 
ago, the price of the plates was 
increased to $45 to purchase and 
$25 for annual renewal so that 
they cou ld also begin upporting 
the wildlife diversity program. 
"The natural re ource plate 
is popular with collectors for its 
attractive de ign," according to 
ALPCA poke man Eric 
Gu">tafson. Voting i currently 
underway and will be completed 
by ALPCA members in early 
March. 
Natural IOWA 
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Iowa AmeriCorps 
Reaches 1 Million 
Hours Of Service 
Iowa AmeriCorps members 
reached a major mi lestone re-
cently when they broke the 1 
m iII ion-hour mark for direct 
service to the state since 2000. 
Member'; of the Iowa Depart-
ment of Natural Resources ' 
AmeriCorps Keepers of the Land 
program contnbuted greatly to the 
effott.logging235.679 ervice 
hourc; over the last five years. 
The DNR fir~temployed 
AmenCorpc;member ona 
wide~pread scale in 1999. Today, 
the department draws on the 
talents of 47 members, an in-
crease of nearly four times the 
number of original members. 
Iowa AmeriCorp members 
have contributed more than $17 
million in ">ervices to the tate 
c;mce 2000, based on the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics and Indepen-
dent Sector Coalition· e timates 
of the\ alue of volunteer ervice. 
The national AmeriCorps 
program wa e tablished in 1994 
to engage Americans in commu-
nity-based service. In exchange 
for one year of service, members 
receive an education stipend. 
For more information on 
AmeriCorps, call vi it 
www. volunteeriowa.org. For 
more information on 
AmeriCorpc; Keeper of the 
Land contact Linda Terry at 
Linda.Terr; @dnr. tate.ia.u or 
at (5 15) 281-3079. 
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Bald Eagle Numbers Dip Slightly in 2005, But Population Still Strong 
The annual midwinter bald 
eagle survey counted nearly 2,600 
bald eagles in Iowa, which is 
down from the previous two 
yearc;, but still above the l 0-year 
average of2, 180. 
Midwinter survey results for 
2004 found4,384eagles, 
compared to 3,164 in 
2005 . The lower count 
may be attributed to 
warmer temperaturec; and 
less ice coverage on area 
nvers. Previous winters 
were colder with more ice 
cover, factors that con-
centrate the eagles and 
make them easier to 
count. 
"The large amount of 
open water most I ike! y 
allowed eagles to spread 
out along the water-
courses, making them 
harder to count and I 
think that played a key 
role in the slight! y lower 
numbers this year," said 
Stephanie Shepherd of the Iowa 
Department of Natural Re-
source 'wildlife diversity pro-
gram. 
As usual, the Mississippi River 
had the most eagles in the survey 
with 60 percent, foll owed by the 
Des Moine Ri verwith 20per-
cent. The sun C) found 38 
percent of the bald eagles counted 
were immature, which continues 
to indibate the population is stable 
orgrowmg. 
"OveralL the news is that 
Iowa's bald eagle population 
continues to be ~table and health} 
and provides many Iowans with 
opportunities to see these majestic 
birds," Shepherd said. 
Iowa survey rcsu Its will be 
added to the Midwest regional and 
national data that will provide a 
more complete picture of the 
health of the bald eagle population. 
imates License Buyers Donate More than $10,000 To Thrn In Poachers Program 
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Hunters and anglers have 
donated more than $ 10,000 
since September to the Iowa 
Turn In Poachers program 
through a $2 donation offered 
through the Electronic Li-
censing System for Iowa. The 
Iowa Department of Natural 
Resources presented the TIP 
Io'A a Board a $ 1 0,000 check 
in February. 
The donations are used by 
the private TIP organization for 
reward payments to informants 
on successful Iowa TIP 
cases and for promoting 
the program. 
"This money was 
donated voluntruily by 
Iowa license buyers that 
will directly help the TIP 
program, to help protect 
the wild resources here in 
Iowa, and the hunters and 5 
0 
anglers in our tate," said f 
Steve Dcrmand, TIP 
board rcprcscntati ve for 
the Iowa DNR. 
..... 
Steve Dermand, right, presents a 
$10,000 check to TIP Board 
president Russ VonBehren. 
NSERVATION UPDATE 
National Survey Examines Wants 
And Needs Of Duck Hunters 
Iowa Responses Reflects Current Trends 
The National (waterfowl) Flyway Council has 
released results of a nationwide urvey aski ng 
Ameri ca'~ duck hunters for opinions on ducks, 
duck hunting and waterfowl management. Ac-
cording to Flyway Council chair Don Childre s, 
more than I 0.000 duck hunter re ponded to thi c 
... 
i fir t-of-it -kind national ~urvey. ~ 
The survey revealed modern-day duck hunters ::! 
... 
;$ 
c are a highly motivated group of con. ervationi ts 
..J .__ __ ........__,; 
who take waterfowling i~c;ue very seriou<-. ly. A 
full 72 percent of respondent li ted duck hunting as 
their most important, or one of their most important, 
recreational activities. About 60 percent agreed with 
the length of their hunting ea ons, and three-
quarter . a1d the daily bag limit on ducks wa "about 
right." 
Almost two-thi rd (65 percent) or surveyed 
duck hunters said they spend more than $250 each 
year on duck hunting and 20 percent said they pend 
more than $1 .000. 
Only 6 percent or duck hunters between the 
ages of 45 and 64 indicated that they began duck 
hunting in the relatively recent pa t ( 1997-2004). 
Survey results were reported by upper, middle 
and lower groupings or state in each Oyway. The e 
groupings allow for the mo tmeaningrul compruison · 
amongregionsofthecountry,saidChildre s. For 
example, more than 30 percent of the waterfowler 
hunting in the upper portion of the Central Flyway 
(North Dakota, South Dakota and eastern Montana) 
said the overall quality of duck hunting over the last 
five years had improved, while 29 percent of the 
arne group aid it had gotten worse. By contra t. 
82 percent of the duck hunter u ing the lower 
portion oftheMis issippi Flyway (Alabama, Arkan-
sa , Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee) said 
hunting had gotten worse. 
In the national survey, 76 percent of the duck 
hunters que<-.tioned said they hunted all of the past 
five sea ons. In Iowa, 82 percent of the state's 
duck hunters hunted all 5 of the past five season . 
Nationally, 72 percentofduckhunters , aid the 
total daily duck bag limit in the state they hunted was 
"about right." In Iowa, 79 percent of the hunter 
intervie\A;ed thought the bag limit wa "about right."' 
Other survey findings show that contemporary 
duck hunters - especially the younger ones -
readily embracecu1Tent technology. Twenty 
percent of duck hunter. said they '"frequently" 
access the Internet for duck hunting information: 49 
percent said "once in a while," and 31 percent, "not 
at all ." 
In the national average, 53 percent of surveyed 
hunter aid theyu ed pinning-wing(mechanical) 
decoys, which compared to 67 percent in Iowa. 
Both surveys revealed that a majority of duck 
hunters thought pinning-wings should be allowed. 
Nationally, and in Iowa, less than 25 percent thought 
mechanical decoy hould be outlawed. 
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Local Watershed Projects Showing Results 
Con\en atJOn practices on 
agricultural and urban land are 
~ 
making a difference in the 
amount of pollutants reaching 
Iowa· s waters. 
Local watershed projects are 
the difference-maker\. ProJects 
work with landowner~ to mstall 
con~ervation practices in the 
watershed - the area of land 
that drains into a lake or stream. 
Common conservation practices 
include wetlands. ponds. terraces 
and buffer . The c practices 
reduce the amount of pollutants 
- edi ment. nutrienl<; and 
bacteria- reachino a Jake or e 
~tream. 
Sediment can make water 
cloudy. damage fish and other 
aquatic I i fe habitat. and fi II in 
Jakes and streambeds. High levels 
of nutrients. like phosphorus. can 
doud the water. increase drinking 
~ 
water cosL'i and lead to poor 
aquatic lifedi"er ity. 
TheO'\R fundsanumberof 
local "atcr hed project . hat 
1mprove Iowa's wate Ot tho e. 
22reported on practicL m~taJJed 
Water samples 
taken from Lake 
Darling show a 
marked 
Improvement 1n 
water clanty Local 
watershed proJects 
have preJented 
"oughlf 9 000 tons 
of sed ment from 
e11tenng the a~e 
every year 
during federal f1 scal year(FFY) 
2005. From Oct I. 2004 to Sept. 
30. 2005. tho~e conservation 
practices reduced sediment 
reaching <;treams and lakes by at 
least 23.396 tons per year. That· s 
equal to about 2.600dump trucks 
fu)] of soil each year. They also 
reduced phosphorus reaching 
streams and lakes by at least 
42.685 pounds per year. 
These conservation practices 
wil1 continue to reduce pollutants 
at the same rate if they are 
properly maintained. 
Lake D.Jr ing is just one of 
the water ned projects c;howi ng 
success. \Vithout conservation 
practices. more than 16.000 tons 
of sediment were reaching Lake 
Darling every year. Initial conser-
• atJon practice reduced that 
number to I 0.444 tons per year. 
In the last five years. other 
effo~ have further reduced the 
amount of sediment reaching the 
-
Jake to 6. 978 tons per year. 
The Section 319 program of 
the EPA provides D TR funding 
fornonpoint pollution programs. 
Upcoming rRC 
and EPC Meetings 
The date~ and location~ have 
been setforthe following meet-
ings of the Natural Re ,ource 
C ommis~ion and Environmental 
Protection Commission of the 
I ow a Department ofN at ural 
Resources. 
Agendas arc set approxi-
mate] y 1 0 days priorto the 
scheduled meeting date. For 
additional infonnation. contact the 
Iowa Department ofNatural 
Re ource~. Wallace State Office 
Building. 502 E. 9 St .. Des 
~1oines, Iowa503 19-0034. 
' aturaJ Resource 
Commission: 
April 
J o meeting 
!Vfav I I 
.. 
\Vaubonsie/\VaShawtee 
June 8 
\Vhitcrock Conservancy 
En" ironmentaJ Protecti()n 
Commission: 
April 17 
Urbandale 
1vlay 15 
Urbandale 
June I 9 
UrbCinJal~ 
State Prese r ves A d v iso r~ 
"' 
Board: 
April I -l 
\Vapel ( JOt) 
ARDEN'S DIARY 
r m afraid I don't watch 
much TV. When I do, it's 
u ·ually ju t new , ports and old 
movie , mo t often Shane, one 
of my all-time favorites. In fact, 
1 am sure my wife shakes her 
head when I s it down to watch 
that classic for the SOOth time, 
then thinks I've completely lost 
it when I mutter, "Shane, come 
back" at the e nd . 
Out ideofthat,Icouldn't 
te ll you the names of most 
regularly cheduled programs. 
And de pite what orne may 
think, I DON'T watch cop 
s hows. When I get home, I do 
my best to shut off the cop 
switch. 
So, when a friend came up 
to me not too long ago and 
asked if I had watched CS/ the 
night before, it was no urprise 
that I answered "CS who?" I 
later found out CS/ i about 
crime scene investigators using 
new technology to ol ve major 
crime . And it' all done in the 
space of60 minute , com mer-
62 l n\Ooa Cnn'C"JU<>nl\l • \lanh/Apnl ~006 
CSIIowa 
by Chuck Humeston 
cials included. I think there 
might be a lot they a re leaving 
OUl. 
It did, however, remind me of 
a call I got my first year on the 
job. The caller provided direc-
tions to where orne deer had 
been shot and apparently dragged 
out of a field. It was winter. the 
deer sea on were over and the 
snow cover wa thick. 
was hope for a break. 
I knocked o n doors of 
nearby farms asking if anyone 
had seen or heard anything the 
ni ght before. Everyone shook 
their heads, and I wa starting 
to think thi would be one that 
got away. Then, I knocked on 
another door and a man opened 
it. I a~ked him the arne 
question, not really expecting to 
He gave us the Elmer Fudd defense, 
telling us he had been hunting rabbits. 
Given the fact deer hair has some 
characteristics that are pretty obvious, his 
explanation didn't hold much water. 
I followed the direction , 
looked out into a field, and found 
not one, but two obv iou ly fresh 
blood trai Is where something 
had been dragged out of the 
rie l d. Draggi ng had effectively 
obscured any footprints, and 
traffic had taken care of tire 
tracks. 
There wa nothing e lse to 
go by. I s tood there and li tened , 
but the scene wa not peaking 
to me. No empty cartridge 
case . Nothing. All I could do 
hear anything that would help. 
"There was a guy who 
stopped here late last night," he 
said. "He had run out of gas 
and wondered if he could buy 
some." 
" Have you seen him 
before?" 
"Yes, a couple of year ago 
1 called because he was 
hooting at deer\.\ ith a rifle on 
my propert) ." He also ga' e 
me a description of""hat he 
was driving. 
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Bingo! 
I took the suspect's name 
and started to do some record 
checks. I soon fo und out where 
he li ved and, wouldn' t you know 
it, records showed the car he 
owned matched the description 
the farmer gave me. I drove to 
the guy's house, but no one was 
home. Interestingly, there was 
blood on the ground in front of 
the closed overhead door. I 
<.tilled for re inforcement . 
Asking around, it didn ' t take 
long to find out the guy' s wife 
worked at a loca l eatery. We 
stopped there, had a cup of 
coffee and asked her if she 
mmded if we took a look in their 
garage. The answer was pretty 
d1rect. "Now what has he been 
doing? I don' t care, go ahead. " 
Back we went. The garage 
\\a~ un locked. Imagme our 
surprise to find two ropes 
h.mg1ng from the rafters, with 
hlood pooled below 
was blood and hair on his rear 
bumper. We asked him to open 
his trun k. More blood, more 
hair. To thi day, I sti ll laugh at 
hi response. He gave us the 
ElmerFudd defen e, te ll ing u 
he had been hunting rabbits. 
Gi\ en the fact deer hair has 
some characteristics that are 
pretty obvious. his explanation 
didn' t hold much water. We 
sampled the blood and the hair 
in the car. 
Notwithstanding the 
rabbit story and being born 
at night - j ust not last 
night - wecharged him 
with illegal possession of 
deer, even though we sti II 
hadn' t found the bodies or 
any deer. 
The next day. I took 
everything to the DCI 
crime lab in Des M01 nes. 
DNA testing was still 
somewhat in its infancy 
back then, but they were able to 
tell me the blood and hairs came 
from deer. 
Blood and hair on some 
glass slides under a microscope 
closed the case. That's what 
CSI doesn' t show you. The 
bells and whi ties usual ly are 
combined with "old fashioned" 
police work. 
A liberal dose of good 
fortune doesn't hurt e ither. 
Need a place to hunt? 
• 84 acres in Southern Iowa for lease. 
• Prime whitetail and turkey hunting. 
• Open land, woods, creek· 
ideal for multiple hunters. 
• Property will be available for sale 
within five years · hunt now and 
see if you may want to buy. 1.L_ 
• Pictures and details at 'i:f~~~ 
www.mwt.netJ .. tssharratt 
them. We took some 
samples of the blood, 
and of the hair found 
Supplying Iowans With Quality Outdoor Gear Since 1968 
caught in the rope 
I Jbcrs. 
Not long after, a car 
pulled in. Sure enough, 
ll was the guy, who was 
naturally curi ou~ why 
we were in hi s garage. 
We, on the other hand, 
\\ere curious why there 
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the great outdoors store 
locally Owned 
visit our website & online store! 
www. finfeather.com 
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